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ABSTRACT
Malicious insiders increasingly affect organizations by leaking classified data to unautho-
rized entities. Detecting insiders’ misuses in computer systems is a challenging problem. In
this dissertation, we propose two approaches to detect such threats: a probabilistic graph-
ical model-based approach and a deep learning-based approach. We investigate the logs
of computer-based activities to discover patterns of misuse. We model user’s behaviors as
sequences of computer-based events.
For our probabilistic graphical model-based approach, we propose an unsupervised
model for insider’s misuse detection. That is, we develop Stochastic Gradient Descent
method to learn Hidden Markov Models (SGD-HMM) with the goal of analyzing user
log data. We propose the use of varying granularity levels to represent users’ log data:
Session-based, Day-based, and Week-based. A user’s normal behavior is modeled using
SGD-HMM. The model is used to detect any deviation from the normal behavior. We also
propose a Sliding Window Technique (SWT) to identify malicious activity by considering
the near history of the user’s activities. We evaluate the experimental results in terms of
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). The area under the curve (AUC) represents the
model’s performance with respect to the separability of the normal and abnormal behaviors.
The higher the AUC scores, the better the model’s performance. Combining SGD-HMM
with SWT resulted in AUC values between 0.81 and 0.9 based on the window size. Our
solution is superior to the solutions presented by other researchers.
For our deep learning-based approach, we propose a supervised model for insider’s
misuse detection. Our solution is based on using natural language processing with deep
learning. We examine textual event logs to investigate the semantic meaning behind a user’s
v
behavior. The proposed approaches consist of character embeddings and deep learning net-
works that involve Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM). We develop three deep-learning models: CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM. We run
a 10-fold subject-independent cross-validation procedure to evaluate the developed mod-
els. Our deep learning-based approach shows promising behavior. The first model, CNN,
presents a good performance of classifying normal samples with an AUC score of 0.85,
false-negative rate of 29%, and false-positive rate of 26%. The second model, LSTM,
shows the best performance of detecting malicious samples with an AUC score of 0.873,
false-negative rate of 0%, and false-positive rate of 37%. The third model, CNN-LSTM,
presents a moderate behavior of detecting both normal and insider samples with an AUC
score of 0.862, false-negative rate 16%, and 17% false-positive rate. Moreover, we use our
proposed approach to investigate networks with deeper and wider structures. For this, we
study the impact of increasing the number of CNN or LSTM layers, nodes per layer, and
both of them at the same time on the model performance.
Our results indicate that machine learning approaches can be effectively deployed to
detect insiders’ misuse. However, it is difficult to obtain labeled data. Furthermore, the
high presence of normal behavior and limited misuse activities create a highly unbalanced
data set. This impacts the performance of our models.
vi
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An insider threat, defined as a damaging act practiced by an employee, is an emerging secu-
rity threat against today’s businesses. There are several reasons for an employee to become
a malicious insider. For instance, some users misuse organizational resources because they
either are unsatisfied with their work or they are looking for monetary gains [90].
Breach Level Index [28] is public information about data breaches collected and dis-
tributed by Gemalto. Breach Level Index asserts that around 40% of data leakage attacks
are due to insiders’ misuse. The data leakages are scored according to their importance.
The risk scores of malicious insider threats range from 1 to 10 where 10 is the highest
threat. These scores are highest in the USA and China with scores of 9.4 and 9.1, respec-
tively. Recent studies [1, 27, 40, 14, 68] show that the insider threat rate has increased by
9% compared to 2015. The mean time to detect insider misuse is 50 days [18, 14, 68].
Insiders typically hide their malicious behaviors. This, coupled with a large variety of
potential misuse, makes insider threat detection one of the most challenging problems in
cybersecurity.
There are several solutions proposed to deal with insiders’ misuse. User activities rep-
resenting misuse are defined as low-frequency actions [27]. Researchers compare high-
frequency actions to low-frequency ones to identify the unusual behaviors (see Chapter 2
for more details). Event logs, computer-based or network-based, have been extensively
used to develop user profiles. For example, event logs can be used to monitor frequencies
of actions by a user within a specific time unit.
Most of the insider detection systems use event logs to detect insider misuse [66, 87, 90,
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99, 100]. There are two main approaches for log analysis: unsupervised or supervised [44].
Supervised learning algorithms require that the input data items are labeled with the
appropriate category name. The labeled data items are used to train and evaluate the su-
pervised learning-based algorithms to make predictions. These algorithms include, but are
not limited to, linear and logistic regression, multi-class classification, and support vector
machines. For example, in the context of insiders, a classification algorithm would learn
how to identify malicious behaviors after being trained on logs of known insider’s misuse
activities that represent abnormal behaviors.
The main advantages of supervised approaches include high-accuracy and a predefined
set of categories. On the other hand, the main disadvantages include the risk of overtraining
(or overfitting) the classifiers, and high computation time.
Unsupervised machine learning algorithms aim to discover new knowledge from data,
i.e., “knowledge discovery” [60]. One type of unsupervised learning is to use Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). HMM handles sequence-based data samples. Thus, the sequence-
based normal samples can be used to train HMM to create normal base lines. Then, the
samples with low likelihood can be distinguished as abnormal behaviors.
Unsupervised approaches are computationally fast. Also, it is easier to get unlabeled
data than labeled data. On the other hand, the main limitation of unsupervised models is
that it is hard to identify the features to be used for modeling.
Pre-processing of event logs is crucial to ensure correct misuse detection. There are
two main approaches proposed for event logs pre-processing: sequence- and tabular-based
approaches. Sequence-based approaches aim to represent user events as a sequence of
actions [66, 73]. The sequence-based approaches preserve not only the user actions but
also the relationships among these actions. Tabular-form approaches aggregate user actions
over time (e.g., day or month) and present the aggregated values in a tabular form [90, 87].
In this work, we use the sequence-based pre-processing approach.
The closest research to our work to detect insider misuse were presented by Rashid
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et al. [73] and Yuan et al. [100]. Rashid et al. [73] proposed an approach using Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to profile user normal behaviors. Their research used week-based
sequences of computer logs. User profiles are used to distinguish between the normal and
abnormal behaviors. A limitation of their work is that week-based sampling is too long a
time to identify suspicious behaviors allowing insiders to misuse valuable resources. More-
over, insiders may hide malicious behaviors among several sessions to fool anomaly detec-
tion systems. Yuan et al. [100] provide a deep learning-based approach to identify insiders
misuse. Their work consists of two layers: LSTM for feature extracting and CNN for fea-
ture modeling. They used one-hot encoding to represent computer-based events. One-hot
encoding leads to the “curse of dimensionality” because it creates a new dimension for
each unique event [32]. Thus, the one-hot encoding requires large space and large mem-
ory. Moreover, this representation does not consider the semantic meaning of the event.
Generally, the computer-based events are textual events that could involve access logs, de-
vice, email, website, and file logs etc. Thus, it is crucial to consider Natural Language
Processing (NLP) to model these events. In our work, we address the above limitations.
1.1 RESEARCH PURPOSE
The main purpose of this work is to detect insider misuse. For this, we build computer
log-based models to identify misuse of organizational data by an insider.
The methodology of this research is developed based on data sets of Insiders Detection
Tool from Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). These data sets provide computer-based
event logs of five different domains: http, email, thumb drive device, used files, and lo-
gin/logout events. The insider data sets present the information of 1000 users collected
over 11 months.
We present twomethods to pre-process large data sets so that insider analysis is amenable
to a typical desktop computer. The presented work try to fill the research gaps, as high-
lighted in the previous section, by developing machine learning detection models based on
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a sequential sampling of the data. The contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:
1. Pre-processing computer-based logs of multiple domains as session-based sequences.
2. Developing unsupervised detection systems.
3. Developing supervised sentiment-based detection systems.
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of our work are:
1. Improving the detection accuracy by pre-processing computer event logs as session-
based sequences, see task one for more details.
2. Reducing the resource needs of the pre-processing systems, i.e., limited size RAM,
see task one for more details.
3. Improving ROC curve measured accuracy by using SlidingWindow Technique (SWT)
with HMM model, see task two for more details.
4. Autonomously extracting features that represent user behaviors by using deep Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) , see task three for more details.
5. Incorporating semantic meaning of user behaviors to improve detection accuracy.
We present deep sentiment-based models that are able to build relations among user
activities and extract the semantic meaning of user behaviors, see task three for more
details.
6. Studying the changing effects of the hyper-parameters and network structures on the
performance of deep learning-based models, see task four for more details.
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1.3 RESEARCH TASKS
This dissertation presents our research findings by developing the following approaches:
1. Pre-processing approach: pre-process the unstructured computer-based log data to
generate sequence-based data samples.
We choose a sequential-base analysis approach to develop our detection systems
because this approach reflects the actual behavior of insiders, who perform a series
of actions such as logging in, downloading data, and copying to thumb drives. We
are, as humans, doing our daily activities chronologically, as a sequence. Sequence-
based approach preserves the semantic meaning of the actions and the relationship
flow among the actions.
We develop two pre-processing approaches to generate data samples:
• Session-based sequences of encoded action events: the goal of this approach is
to develop a model that discovers the frequency of activity patterns of a user
based on a sequence of encoded computer event logs.
• Session-based sequences of textual action events: the aim of this approach is
to develop a model that identifies the relations among a sequence of computer-
based actions.
• Working with low size RAM: both of the developed preprocessing approaches
are able to work with low size RAM. These approaches support researchers
who are working on big data analysis and have limited resources.
2. Developing an unsupervised cybersecurity system to model normal behaviors and
detect the abnormal ones. Our sub tasks to develop the unsupervised system are as
follows:
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• Developing a stochastic gradient-descent-learning based HiddenMarkovModel
(SGD-HMM) to process the encoded sequence data samples. SGD-HMMmodel
is able to statistically find the sequence-based activity patterns.
• Developing a Sliding Window Technique that improve the detect of malicious
behaviors that are distributed over a long-time period. For instance, this tech-
nique is efficient when a malicious user is trying to spread and hide his/her
misuse behaviors through several time units to avoid being detected by security
systems.
• Evaluating the performance of SGD-HMMmodel in terms of Receiver Operat-
ing Characteristic curves (or ROC curves).
3. Developing supervised deep learning models to process the textual sequence-based
data samples. First, character embedding technique is used to map the sequence of
action events as vectors. Then, three deep learning approaches are used to process
these vectors. Our sub task can be summarized as follows:
• Developing Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model: We aim to model the
sequence of embedded features. LSTMs have a feedback connections that con-
sider the effect of the previous feature vector on the current feature vector.
• Developing Convolution Neural Network (CNN) model: We aim to extraxt the
most important features using different size filters, called “receptive fields.”
The convolutional layer reduces the model complexity by reducing the input
dimensions.
• Developing CNN-LSTM model: We aim to combine the CNN and LSTM ap-
proaches to model the sequence of extracted features.
• Evaluating the performance of deep-based models in terms of Precision, Re-
call, F1 score, Accuracy, and Receiver Operating Characteristic curves (or ROC
curves) with Area Under the carve (AUC).
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4. Studying the effects of changing deep-based hyper-parameters on the performance
of deep learning models. We aim to do the following:
• Studying the impact of increasing the number of CNN or LSTM layers.
• Studying the effects of increasing the number of nodes per layer.
• Examining the effect of changing the number of epochs.
1.4 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
In this dissertation, we developed the following insider’s misuse detection systems :
1. Unsupervised: SGD-HMMmodel with Sliding Window Technique (SWT) to predict
users’ misuse behavior based on the users’ activities.
2. Supervised: Deep learning-based models using Natural Language Processing (NLP)
to distinguish between normal and malicious behaviors based on the context of the
user activities.
3. Twelve deep learning architectures to study the effect of the number of layers and
the number of hidden units per layer on the model’s detection performance.
Other contributions include :
1. Preprocessing: Developed a preprocessing approach that does not need a large mem-
ory size.
2. Propose a way of using the augmentation algorithm (SMOT) and the fit function in
Keras efficiently with unbalanced data.
1.5 DISSERTATION OUTLINES
The structure of the remaining sections are as follows:
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1. Chapter 2 shows related works on insider threat detection systems.
2. Chapter 3 presents background information about: Hidden Markov Model (HMM),
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), and Natural Language
Processing (NLP).
3. Chapter 4 shows our SGD-HMM model to detect insiders.
4. Chapter 5 presents our Natural Language Processing with deep learning approaches
for insiders’ threat detection.
5. Chapter 6 investigates networks with deeper and wider structures than the one we
used in Chapter 5.




Designing an efficient and scalable framework for monitoring and detecting malicious in-
siders is a significant research interest. Many research studies have been investigating and
analyzing the problem, see [71] for an overview. This chapter will survey the techniques
and challenges of detecting insider’s misuse. We begin with studies that review psycholog-
ical aspects that may lead to insiders’ misuse behaviors. Then, we continue to review the
works that analyze computer-based logs with the intention of detecting misuse. Our survey
focuses on anomaly-based approaches. We categorize these works to unsupervised ap-
proaches, sequence-based, deep learning, semantic and network-based approaches. Also,
we provide a brief discussion of the deception methods of insiders.
The works presented in [6, 35, 49, 55, 56, 74, 77] review technical, psychological and
social perspectives of insider threat problem.
2.1 PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Bishop et al. [71] examined psychological signs to determine which users show the most
considerable risk of misbehaving. These signs are categorized as follows, from least to
highest in regard to significance: dependability, absenteeism, self-center, personal issue,
confrontational, stress, performance issue, disregard for authority, disengagement, anger
management, accepting feedback, disgruntled. Therefore, these indicators serve as signals
of possible future wrongdoing.
Another study by Schultz in [80] defined five behavioral indicators that are predictive
of an insider. These indicators include: personality traits such as introversion, deliberate
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markers such as engaging in deviant behavior online, meaningful errors such as making
mistakes, preparatory behavior such as using a range of system-level commands, correlated
usage patterns such as a user exhibiting a particular behavior on multiple sub-networks or
subsystems which separately do not show a suspicious pattern, but collectively do show a
suspicious pattern, and verbal behavior in which hateful language is used.
The works in [20, 57, 95] aim to understand how various corporate factors can cre-
ate disgruntlement among employees. Disgruntled employees are frequently mentioned as
potential insider threats. According to Cooper et al. [46], behaviors can be measured by
three essential properties: repeatability, temporal extent, and temporal locus. Repeatability
refers to how behavior can be counted or how it can repeatedly happen within time. Tem-
poral extent refers to how much time a behavior needs to occur. Temporal locus refers the
point in time the behavior occurs.
Psychological studies provide useful information about the progression of an employee
to become an insider and understanding the human elements of that process. However,
these personality traits and this progression are difficult to observe in the computer system.
Therefore, researchers use computer-based logs analysis to see if they can find indicators
for anomalous misuses.
2.2 COMPUTER ACTIVITY-BASED ANOMALY DETECTION
Computer-based analysis uses data collected from the host events to detect anomalous be-
havior. These events range from applications such as emails, web-based applications, host-
based applications or files, web sites, keystroke/mouse movements, etc. These data sources
can be used to reflect a host behavior or user interaction behavior with the host [55].
A unique aspect of insiders’ misuse is that there is no uniform model that describes
how somebody progresses to become an insider. So, anomaly detection methods seem to
be promising to warn us if there is a change in the pattern of the user behaviors.
There are anomaly detection-based systems that have limitations as well [15, 67]. For
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example, if an employee changes his/her job’s activities, then we will detect that as an
anomaly activity. Whether it is a progression toward becoming an insider or it is a changing
job function, it needs to be evaluated.
In this section, we present several computer-based anomaly detection systems that were
proposed to detect insiders’ misuse. A comprehensive survey of the research is provided
in [15, 71], where adopted techniques are grouped into different categories based on the
underlying approach.
In this section, we organize anomaly detection systems into the following groups: un-
supervised, sequence log-based user profiling, deep-learning-based, and sentiment analysis
in insider detection systems.
2.2.1 UNSUPERVISED LEARNING-BASED STUDIES IN INSIDER DETECTION SYSTEMS
Unsupervised analyses aim to arrange a collection of data samples into clusters. This ap-
proach is useful when no knowledge is available about data items to assign them into pre-
defined classes. Clustering is usually performed to find patterns in unlabeled data [67].
Samples within the same cluster are more similar to each other than the items in the other
clusters [34]. A classic approach to clustering is a K-means approach.
Chen et al. [17] introduced the community anomaly detection system (CADS). CADS
is a computer-access based detection system that involves two tasks: pattern extraction and
anomaly detection. Object/subject access frequencies were used to build a feature matrix.
The matrix was used to characterize the distance value between the sets of patients accessed
by each pair of users (e.g., patients’ records are typically viewed by healthcare providers).
Two methods were used: singular value decomposition [70] to infer communities, and
KNN [54] to establish sets of nearest neighbors. The KNNmethod was used to determine if
users have deviated from the behavior of existing communities. Gavai et al. [26] compared
a supervised approach with an unsupervised approach using the Isolation Forest method at
the task of identifying insider threats from system logs. They also aggregate information
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to extract features that model user behaviors.
Young et al. [99] and Senator et al. [87] presented ensemble based unsupervised tech-
nique and used structural and semantic information of an organization. The proposed
model uses the scores from multiple indicators that combine predictions from multiple
classifiers. Besides these studies, Schubert et al. [31] and Balzer [103] presented ensemble-
based techniques that combine multiple unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms to
boost their joint anomaly detection performance. Since unsupervised anomaly detection
does not rely on labeled data, this task is very challenging and often restricted to simple
combinations [31].
These works are based on using statistical features that give insight about user behav-
iors. However, they do not indicate the semantic meaning of user actions. The presented
approaches do not have a knowledge base about user actions or the relation among these
actions. In this work, we aim to fill this research gap by developing techniques and systems
that are semantically meaningful toward detecting malicious behavior.
2.2.2 SEQUENCE LOG-BASED USER PROFILING
Once the insider attack has occurred, it is useful to investigate the intent of the insider attack
based on audit source [77]. In computer user profiling, various audit sources can be used to
obtain information such as command line, system calls, database/file access, organization
policy management rules, and compliance logs [22]. Most of the presented studies use
statistical feature analysis such as the frequency of events, the duration of events, the co-
occurrence of multiple events combined through logical operators, and the sequence or
transition of events.
Ju and Vardi in [47] presented a hybrid high-order Markov chain model. The goal of
the work was to identify a signature behavior for a particular user based on the command
sequences that the user executed. Szymanski and Zhang [84] proposed recursively mining
the sequence of instructions by finding common patterns, encoding them with unique sym-
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bols, and rewriting the sequence using the new coding. Dash et al. [7] and Li et al. in [53]
also created user profiles from groups of sequences commands. In [7], 13 temporal fea-
tures were used to check the consistency of patterns of commands within a given temporal
sequence. Probabilities were calculated for movements of commands within a sequence in
a predefined reordering between commands.
Jha et al. [45] presented a statistical anomaly detection algorithm that has the potential
of handling mixtures of traces from several users by using mixtures of Markov chains. The
technique was compared to Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Rashid et al. [73] claimed to
be the first to adopt the Hidden Markov Model to the domain of insiders threats detection.
They proposed to use the concept of “moment of inertia” to improve the accuracy of results.
Even though sequence log-based studies were profiling normal user behavior and used
them as baselines to distinguish the abnormal behavior, insiders may hide his/her behaviors
among data samples to trap anomaly detection systems. In this work, we propose to use a
sliding window technique with HMM that analyzes multiple data samples at once, which
helps to see hidden behaviors, for more details see Chapter 4.
2.2.3 DEEP LEARNING STUDIES IN INSIDER DETECTION SYSTEMS
Deep learning (DL) is a part of machine learning based algorithms that attempt to model
high-level abstractions in data. Deep learning neural networks (DNN) show to be effective
mechanisms in predictive analytic because they can model data that includes non-linear
properties. In this section, we present several studies that applied deep learning techniques
to develop their detection systems [10, 69, 90, 100].
Yuan et al. [100] presented an insider detection system using DL approaches. They
used an LSTM-CNN framework to find user’s anomalous behavior. The work consists of
two parts: feature extracting and feature modeling. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
model was used to extract features from sequence-based data samples. A sequence of ac-
tions was mapped to a sequence of numbers. Then, one-hot encoding was used with each
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number to provide a new representation of the input sample. Then, an LSTM model was
trained with one-hot encoded samples to be used later to extract feature vectors. Finally,
feature vectors were modeled using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Deep-learning
techniques were applied in the presented work. However, the used encoding approach can-
not hold the semantic meaning of insider actions in depth. The one hot encoding method
encodes each event in one vector. For example, the textual event such as emails or web
sites contents will be encoded as one vector. Therefore, it is hard to get enough infor-
mation from the presented data samples. Tuor et al. [90] presented an unsupervised deep
learning auto-encoder to learn which patterns of network activity were common. They
used RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and DNN (Deep Neural Network) to extract fea-
ture from raw data, which then used for threat assessment in data streams. Their algorithm
used aggregations of network activity over time to find anomalous patterns. The occurrence
of selected events were counted and aggregated to so-called user days. The weekdays, not
weekends, were analyzed with the aggregation operations. In this work, we do not aggre-
gate the events to the so-called user days, but we instead analyze the events on their own.
Also, both weekdays and weekends are analyzed. Moreover, deep learning techniques
LSTM and CNN with Natural Language Processing (NLP) are combined to investigate the
semantic meaning of the user activities.
2.3 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN INSIDER DETECTION SYSTEMS
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence that transforms
textual language into a machine-based representation that is clear for computers to handle.
NLP has three main applications: rule-based, probabilistic modeling, and deep learning
approaches. In our work, NLP with deep learning approaches are used. Specifically, we
utilize deep-based sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is a part of NLP methods used to
infer various psychological or emotional indicators based on textual data. It shows excep-
tional performance compared to traditional methods [102, 39]. Survey studies of sentiment
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analysis are presented in [101, 3, 59, 79].
Sentiment analysis has proven successful in a range of security systems [62, 64, 83].
The sentiment analysis could be performed by removing the more familiar words to focus
on the low-frequency information as in the work presented by Park et al. [64]. Alternatively,
it could be applied to a specific type of words when a combination of lexical and parser
features are applied to detect offensive language [62].
Several works combined ontological semantic technology and natural language pro-
cessing to detect insiders [21, 83, 86, 97]. Symonenko et al. [83] applied natural language
processing to distinguish among intelligence analysts who had accessed information out-
side their interest. The work was based on building a domain-specific knowledge baseline
by interviewing with analysts. Then, a clustering was used to separate analysts’ behaviors.
Yilmazel et al. [98] presented a work in intelligence community. Support Vector Machines
were used to develop document classification approach to detect insider threat issues. One
noticeable limitation of these works is that they need much preparing work to generate a
domain-specific knowledge baseline. Also, the presented platforms are not general. They
are applicable to one domain based on the acquired baseline. In our work, we analyzed
various computer-based events such as file, email, and web URL to generalize our model.
Moreover, we implement insider detection systems using state of the art deep learning tech-
niques with natural language processing that extracts the anomalous features autonomously
without human interaction.
2.4 NETWORK ACTIVITY-BASED STUDIES
The daily operations of organizations are based on networked infrastructures that connect
various devices across departments to facilitate data accessibility and the sharing of net-
work resources. Defending such infrastructures from various cyber attacks and threats is
important [23]. Here we briefly outline the network-based insider detection approaches.
Myers et al. [61] studied how web server log data could be used to distinguish malicious
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insiders who look to misuse internal resources. Yen et al. [96] developed an unsupervised
system called Beehive to identify anomalies in an enterprise environment including policy
violations and malware distribution.
2.5 DECEPTION STUDIES IN INSIDER DETECTION
In this section we survey several deception studies of insider threat detection [48, 65, 76,
89]. Honey* is often used as an umbrella term for deception systems. The models of
these systems are honeypots: decoy resources that are placed in a computing system to
be penetrated and compromised by the intruders [85]. For example, Thompson et al. [65]
present a content-based framework to detect insider anomalies in accessing documents and
queries. Salem et al. [76] apply the machine learning techniques to identify the malicious
intent in information gathering commands. Kaghazgaran et al. [48] proposed a model to
consolidate honey permissions into role-based access control.
Araujo et al. in [5] proposed a honey patch approach, which are patches that offer an
extra level of security by defeating an attackers’ capability to decide whether their attacks
have succeeded or failed. Honey patch responds to attempted exploits by redirecting the
attacker’s link to a separate decoy environment. Feeding disinformation to the attacker in
the form of falsified data is also used in [13, 78]. The presented Honey-Patches approach
is limited only to known patched vulnerabilities that reduce its applicability.
The honey approaches are used with people also by developing honey people. By
adopting the honey pot approaches, information on nonexistent people is created and for-
mulated as active actors in social media [91, 93]. The developed actors are built to seem
realistic and have relationships with other people. Then, the interaction with these artificial






This chapter highlights the background information and theoretical representation of the
fields to which this work contributes. The presented information is mainly divided into
two categories: Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Deep Learning with Natural Language
Processing systems.
3.2 HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
Our goal is to model the user behaviors based on computer event logs. We need a model
that has a robust representation of log data to model user actions. Generally, the user actions
can be interpreted as a series of tasks. For example, a user starting his day by accessing
the system, reading emails, surfing the internet, among other actions, and logging out of
the system. We think that the sequence of actions reflect the weekly, and daily routines of
user behaviors. Thus, we believe that Hidden Markov Model has the essential elements to
satisfy these conditions.
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is one of the common machine learning models. It
consists of a finite set of states. The transition between states is controlled by a set of
probabilities called transition probability matrix, or transition probability distribution. Ob-
serving an event at a particular state S is based on the probability distribution of the events
at that state. The transitions between states are triggered according to the observed event
or symbol. However, the state itself is invisible to the external observer. Thus, the model is
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called Hidden Markov Model.
HMM can be summarized as a graphical statistical model that consists of three com-
ponents: the initial probability vector, the transition matrix, and the observation matrix.
Given an input sequence sample Y, we can describe HMM as follows [73, 72, 37, 43, 52]:
1. Observed symbols sequence Y = (y1, y2, ..., yT ) with observed symbols m œ {1, . . .
,M}. M is the total number of observed symbols. T is the time stamp of the observed
symbol m.
2. Hidden state sequence z = (z1, z2, ..., zT ) with hidden state s œ {1, . . . ,S}. S is the
total number of hidden states. T is the time stamp of the hidden state z.
3. Initial probability vector ﬁ the initial probability of hidden states S: ﬁs = P (zi =
s); s œ 1, ..., S.
4. Transition matrix A, the probability of moving from state i at time t-1 to state j at
time t:
P (zt = si|zt≠1 = sj); i, j œ {1, ..., S}. (3.1)
5. Emission matrix B, the probability of observing symbol (m) from hidden state (s):
P (yt = m|zt = s);
s œ {1, ..., S},m œ {1, ...,M}
(3.2)
In this work, we follow the first order assumption about HMM which states that the
transition probability of the hidden state at a time t only depends on the hidden state at the
previous time point t≠ 1:
P (zt|zt≠1, ..., z1) = P (zt|zt≠1) (3.3)
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Also, the observation at a time t depends only on the current hidden state, not on the
previous hidden states or observations:
P (yt|yt≠1, ..., y1, zt, ..., z1) = P (yt|zt) (3.4)
In the domain of our work, we focus on answering the following question:
What are the parameters of our models that increase the probability of the sequences that
represent normal user behaviors and decrease the chances of the anomalous behaviors se-
quences?
3.2.1 USES OF HMMS
There are three problems that can be solved if a system is constructed as HMM:
1. Evaluation: calculating the probability of an observed sequence given a HMM.
2. Decoding: calculating the most likely sequence of hidden states that probably gen-
erated an observed sequence.
3. Learning: determining HMM parameters: initial probability vector, transition prob-
ability matrix, and the symbols probability matrix given a sequence of observations.
HMM has two main advantages compared to other machine learning approaches, such
as Support Vector Machine SVM:
1. HMM evaluates different length sequence-based data points.
2. HMM models temporal information among sequence symbols.
3.3 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING WITH DEEP LEARNING
This section presents the theoretical background on artificial neural networks that are used
with the proposed approaches. Section 3.3.1 illustrates the concepts of artificial neurons
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and the structure of fully connected deep networks known as feedforward neural networks.
The remaining sections describe the advanced structures of deep learning networks, such
as Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Also, some
of the important regularization techniques used with deep learning will be explained.
3.3.1 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Human neurons are the cells that receive and transfer chemical and electrical signals along
brain channels. The brain has neurons of different shapes and sizes. The variety of sizes and
shapes specifies the function of each neuron: for example, storing memories, controlling
body function, etc. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic structure of a brain neuron. There
are three main parts of the neuron: dendrites, axon, and axon terminals. Dendrites are
responsible for conducting electrical messages after they receive stimulation to the neuron’s
body to function. An axon typically carries electrical pulses from the neuron’s body to
transmit information to different neurons through axon terminals. The axons are known as
nerve fibers. Axon terminals are isolated from neighboring neurons by a small gap called
a synapse. The signals are sent across a synapse.
Developing artificial neurons are inspired by human neurons. Generally, biological and
artificial neurons receive input signals on multiple connections and only produce an output








= ‡(wTx+ b) (3.5)
To know the behavior of each artificial neuron, a mathematical representation of a single
neuron network, known as a Perceptron, is shown in Equation 3.5. The network consists
of a single neuron with K input values, and a non-linear activation function ‡. Also, the
network is parametrized by a weight vector w and a bias b [92].
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Figure 3.1: Structure of a Typical Neuron. The neuron has three main components:
Dedrites, Axon, and Terminal. Dedrites are branches of a nerve cell that transfer the elec-
trochemical stimulation obtained from other neural cells to the cell body. Axon transmits
information to different neurons from the nerve cell body. Axon terminal makes connec-
tions with another nerve cell [94].











Figure 3.2: Artificial neuron, Equation 3.5, the neuron computes the weighted sum of an
input vector x = (x1, x2, x3)T , adds a bias value, applies an activation function ‡, and
outputs the result.
Artificial, or feedforward, Neural Networks (ANN) is an optimization of a Perceptron
as illustrated in Figure 3.3. ANNs receive a vector of numbers in the input layer, and pass
it through a series of hidden layers. A hidden layer consists of a number of neurons, where
each neuron is fully connected to all neurons in the previous and next layers. In each layer,
a neuron is totally independent from others neurons by having its own activation function,
input and output connections. The last layer is the output layer where all neurons are fully-
connected to the previous hidden layer. In classification problems, the output represents






























Figure 3.3: This is an example of a feedforward neural network that consists of an input
layer X, three hidden layers of four neurons, and an output layer of two classes (yˆ1 and
yˆ2). Every neuron at layer i is fully connected to all neurons in i+1 layer to satisfy the
feedforward condition. The output IR4 ∆ IR2 is the composition of the hidden functions
‡(x) = ‡(4)(‡(3)(‡(2)(‡(1)(x)))).
According to the feedforward property, the outputs of all neurons of a layer i can be
computed in parallel [32]. The number of neurons among layers may differ. All neurons
in a layer i with K(i) neurons act on an input vector x(i ≠ 1). The output is a vector x(i)
that depicts a non-linear function f (i) : IRK(i≠1) ∆ IRK(i)
xi = f i(xi≠1) (3.6)
The function at each layer is illustrated as:
f (i)(x) = ‡(i)(W (i)x+ b(i)) (3.7)
The parameters of each layer can be represented by the weight matrix and bias vector:
W (i) and b(i) which are constructed based on individual weight w and bias b of neurons.
The overall network parameters ◊ can be represented based on layer parameters W (i)
and b(i). Thus, the network function is defined in terms of ◊ and input vector x as follows:
y = f(x; ◊) (3.8)
The results of the output layer represents the function of the whole network. The output
of the ANN can be written as a composition of the network layers [32].
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f(x; ◊) = (f(i) ú f(i≠1) ú · · · ú f(1))(x) (3.9)
Figure 3.3 shows an example of a feedforward neural network with three hidden layers,
represented as a directed acyclic graph.
ANN is a static classifier with input vectors having a fixed length. However, there
are many applications that use sequence pattern recognition approaches, such as speech
recognition, machine translation, natural language understanding, video processing, and
bio-information processing. In sequence recognition, the dimensionality of the input data
points can be variable. To solve this problem, HMM can be used. It is one of the useful
tools that deals with variable length data samples [81]. Moreover, several deep networks
have been developed to deal with dynamic or sequential patterns such as Convolution Neu-
ral Network and Recurrent Neural Network.
Figure 3.4: Example of LeNet style CNN network. The network consists of a single con-
volution layer, two max pooling layers, and the input and output layers. The first pooling
layer downsamples the dimension of the input examples from 128x128 to 64x64 using 2x1
filter applied with a stride of 2. A convolution process is implemented with four filters
to yield 16 feature maps. Then, a second pooling layer is used to reduce the computation
complexity more and to generalize the model. The remaining components of the network
are flattening the features maps layer followed by three dense layers. Finally, the output
layer provides predictions for ten classes.
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Figure 3.5: An example of five-neuron Convolutional layer inputs 32x32x3 CIFAR-10
image. Each neuron in the Convolutional layer is connected to a local region in the input
volume (i.e., blush color); however, each one is connected to the full depth of the input
sample (i.e., all color channels). All neurons work with the same receptive field in the
input. On the right is a representation of a dot product performed by each neuron. The
neurons compute a dot product of their weights with the receptive field region followed by
a non-linear function [2].
3.4 CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK
Convolution Neural Network works by sliding a filter window over the input data points
as shown in Figure 3.4. Then, it performs the convolution operation to find dot products
between the entries of the filter and a local region of the input sample. This spatial region
is a hyperparameter called the receptive field, and it matches the filter size. The sliding
step is based on the filter size and shifting step stride. As in feedforword networks, each
dot product operation is followed by a non-linear activation function. However, the con-
nectivity of each neuron in the convolution process is now restricted to be local spatially as
shown in Figure 3.5.
CNN is mainly used with images to extract features from the input samples. For exam-
ple, if the CNN’s input is an image of size x ◊ y ◊ d, the network applies a filter of size
xf ◊ yf ◊ d, where xf Æ x, yf Æ y, on each spatial position (xÕ , yÕ) to result in an output
of size xo ◊ yo ◊ 1, see Figure 3.6. The filter will specify a feature of the object regardless
of the object’s location in the input image.
Generally, a convolutional layer consists of multiple filters. The output of each filter
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Figure 3.6: Example of a convolutional layer with three filters of depth d produce an output
of depth 3 where each filter is applied on the whole depth d of the input volume to produce
a sub output of depth 1.
xo◊yo , Equation 3.10, is stacked with other filters’ output to form feature maps xo◊yo◊n,
where n is the number of filters. A filter could have two or three dimensions, e.g., grayscale
image, text data, or RGB image. An example of a CNN with four filters is shown in
Figure 3.4. There are four data points of 64◊ 64 volume and four filters. The convolution
layer results in 16 stacked feature maps 16◊ 64◊ 64. If the input sample has depth d, e.g.,
RGB image, the feature maps will include the depth as well 16◊ 64◊ 64◊ d.
f(x;W, b) =ReLU(Conv(x;W, b))
where :
x is the input sample
W is the weights matrix
b is the bias vector
(3.10)
Every layer of the CNN network has hyperparameters that can be tuned to improve the
performance. Table 3.1 shows a summary of the CNN hyperparameters [2]. The spatial
size of the output follows Equations 3.11, 3.12 where x, xf , p, sx represent an input sample,
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Table 3.1: Overview of image-based CNN layers. Input size: x◊ y ◊ d.
Convolutional Pooling Fully connected
Hyperparameters
filter size xf , yf
stride sx , sy
padding px , py
number of filters n
filter size x f , yf
stride sx , sy number of filters n
# of train. params. (x f · yf · d +1) · n none (x · y · d +1) · n
Output size
xæ x≠xf+2pxsx + 1
y æ y≠yf+2pysy + 1
dæ n
xæ x≠xfsx + 1





filter size, padding, and stride step, respectively:
xæ x≠ xf + 2px
sx
+ 1 (3.11)




It is common to use pooling layers with CNN networks to reduce the dimensions of an
input volume to decrease the number of parameters and computation in the network. It
functions by applying a reduction operation on a small spatial neighborhood. In addition,
the parameters’ reduction helps to overcome or control the overfitting [32] .
The pooling layers act individually on every part of the input and resize it spatially,
using the MAX operation. The typical examples are max pooling and average pooling.
The most common form is a pooling layer with filters of size 2x2 applied with a stride of
2. These pooling operations downsample every depth slice in the input by 2 along both
width and height as shown in Figure 3.7. The max process discards 75% of the entries of
the pooling region. It takes a max over four numbers [2].
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Figure 3.7: Example of pooling layer with stride 2 on a 2 ◊ 2 window. Each of the d
depth slices of the input volume is spatially reduced by applying a pooling operation on the
elements inside the window. The pooling operation can, for example, compute a composite
value, such as the average from the window’s values, or select a value, e.g., by applying
the maximum. As pooling is applied separately on each depth slice, the output volume has
the same depth as the input volume.
3.4.2 RECURRENT NETWORKS
Humans are sequential thinkers. They do not begin their reasoning from scratch at every
moment. For example, as a reader reads an article, he understands each word based on
his understanding of preceding words. He does not start thinking from scratch at every
word [63].
Traditional neural networks cannot retain the relation among successive events; Recur-
rent Neural Networks address this issue. RNN is any network that contains a loop within its
network connections. The loop represents the feedback signal from the network output to
its input. Figure 3.8 illustrates a simple RNN network with a feedback loop. The network
A takes an input xt and outputs a value ht. A feedback connection sends information from
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Figure 3.8: Recurrent Neural Networks with feedback loops [63].
Figure 3.9: An unrolled recurrent neural network [63].
one round of the network to the next one.
The formation of the network is similar to that of a conventional feedforword network,
but with one difference: it supports feedback links among hidden layers associated with a
time delay. Figure 3.9 shows a unrolled version of the same RNN, A.
The information about the past can be retained through the loop connections of the
network. The recurrent function helps to discover the temporal correlation among a se-
quence of events that are separated by a time step [75]. The inner state of the RNN will be
updated while reading each input in the sequence sample. For instance, with a sequence
input x of length · denoted as x(1), ..., x(·), the updates of the Recurrent Neural Network’s
parameters can be represented as shown in Equation 3.13. RNN is suitable to use with
sequential data, such as text or videos. On the contrary, the ANN and CNN networks pro-
duce a deterministic output for each input data point, independent from previous inputs or
outputs [32].
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Figure 3.10: Encoding RNNs [33].
Figure 3.11: Generating RNNs [33].
h(t) = f(h(t≠ 1), x(t); ◊) (3.13)
There are various types of RNNs [33]:
1. Encoding recurrent neural networks: This set of RNNs takes an input of a se-
quence form and outputs an encoding style. This kind of network is an essential part
of the encoding-decoding system used for language translation, Figure 3.10.
2. Generating recurrent neural networks: Such networks output a sequence of num-
bers or values, like words in a sentence, see Figure 3.11.
3. General recurrent neural networks: These networks are a combination of the pre-
ceding two types of RNNs. General RNNs (Figure 3.12) are used to produce se-
quences and, thus, are broadly applied in Natural Language Generation (NLG).
Even though the recurrent network is a simple and robust model, in practice, it is diffi-
cult to train properly. The main reasons behind this difficulty are the vanishing gradient and
exploding gradient problems described in [8]. For example, consider a language model at-
tempting to predict the next word based on a given sentence. If the model is trying to
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Figure 3.12: General RNNs [33].
predict the last word in “the clouds are in the sky,” the answer should be the word sky.
The model uses the relevant information in the preceding words “the clouds are in the.”
In such cases, the gap between the words is small. So, RNNs can learn to use the past
information. Unfortunately, as that gap increases, RNNs are incabable of combining the
information [63].
3.4.3 LONG SHORT TERM MEMORY NETWORKS
Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) are a specific kind of RNN able to learn
long-term dependencies. LSTMs were developed by Hochreiter & Schmidhuber [38] to
avoid the long-term dependency problem. Remembering information for long periods is
their default function.
All RNN networks are a series of a feedforward network. In usual RNNs, every single
module has a simple structure, such as a single tanh layer [63], Figure 3.15. LSTMs also
have a chain-like structure similar to RNNs. However, instead of one neural network,
LSTM has four networks as described in 3.16 [63]. The interactions among the LSTM
networks are based on two main components: cell state and controlling gates. LSTMs
have three controlling gates:
1. Cell state: The cell state transfers information media like a conveyor belt. It transfers
signals through the entire network chain as presented in Figure 3.13.
2. Forget gate: This gate decides what information to throw away from the cell state.
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Figure 3.13: Cell State component of LSTM [63].
A sigmoid layer makes this decision. This layer processes ht≠1 and xt , and outputs
a number between 0 and 1 for each number in the cell state Ct≠1. A number 1
represents “keep the information” while a 0 represents “forget the information.”
ft = ‡(Wf .[ht≠1, xt] + bf (3.14)
Figure 3.14: Forget gate of LSTM [63].
3. Input gate: The input gate decides what new information to store in the cell state, see
Figure 3.17. First, the input gate, using sigmoid function, determines which values
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to update. Then, a tanh layer generates a vector of new candidate values, C≥t 3.15.
The last step is to combine the results of the sigmoid and tanh functions to produce
an update to the cell state.
To discard the unwanted information, ft is multiplied by the old cell state. Then, a
piece of new candidate information, it ú C≥t , is added to yield new candidate values
as described in Figure3.18 and Equation 3.16.
it = ‡(Wi.[ht≠1, xt] + bi)
C≥t = tanh(Wc.[ht≠1, xc] + bi)
(3.15)
Ct = ft ú Ct≠1 + it ú C≥t (3.16)
4. Output gate: This gate outputs a filtered version of the cell state. The filter proce-
dure consists of two main steps 3.19. First, a sigmoid layer is applied to decide the
output part of the cell state. Second, a tanh function is used with the cell state to set
the values between -1 and 1 and multiply it by the output of the sigmoid gate. This
would control the output as desired[63].
ot = ‡(Wo[ht≠1, x1] + bo)
ht = ot ú tanh(Ct)
(3.17)
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Figure 3.15: An example of a standard RNN contains a single layer [63].
Figure 3.16: An example of a LSTM contains four interacting layers [63].
Figure 3.17: Example of input layer showing the use of sigmoid and tanh function s to
determine what information to save [63].
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Figure 3.18: Example of using input gate layer to produce a new candidate values. The
result of multiplication of sigmoid and tanh layer is added to cell state to decide the new
candidate values [63].
Figure 3.19: An output gate layer of a LSTM unit. It determines the output of the cell state
using a sigmoid function and controls it using a tanh function [63].
3.5 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
NLP is the bridge between the human language and the machines. It combines machine
learning and linguistics to understand written or spoken languages. NLP is a way to rep-
resent, analyze, and interpret textual data, such as letters, words, and sentences, so that
machines can understand them [9].
There are several applications of NLP with machine learning:
1. Spam detection: the Gmail algorithm distinguishes inbox emails and separates them
into different categories, such as social and promotion tabs.
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2. Parts of speech (POS): it stands for a process of identifing which words in a sentence
are adverbs, adjectives, nouns, pronouns, verbs, and so on.
3. Named entity recognition (NER): It differentiates the meaning of a word. For
example, the word “Jim” refers to a person, while the word “Apple” refers to an
organization or fruit, and “2006” refers to a date.
4. Machine translation: This category involves language interpretation applications
such as Google translate. The central role is to input a word or a phrase and convert
it into several different languages.
5. Machine conversations: It is similar to the previous point, but instead of translating
text to different text, it will translate a voice into a string of words. For instance, the
Siri in Apple smart devices or Cortana in Windows operating systems are machine
translation based applications. They receive voice signals and translate them into a
logical text sequence and reply with something meaningful.
6. Paraphrasing and summarization: The NLP systems fall into this category when
they take a document (a list of words) and produce a new textual material with fewer
words.
7. Sentiment analysis: The NLP systems evaluate a document and give their answer
as a negative or positive score. For example, if we want to assess the reviews of a
restaurant, hotel or electronics devices store, we read all reviews, understand their
meaning and give our scores. NLP systems are trained to understand the meaning
and relationship between words in order to read and evaluate the documents.
3.6 OPERATION OF NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
There are several pre-processing operations used with textual data to fit with machine learn-
ing algorithms, such as Naive Bayes Decision, or neural networks, etc. Machine learning
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algorithms work with a vector of numbers. Thus, we present approaches to represent text
as a vector of number to be used with machine learning approaches.
3.6.1 BAG OF WORDS
The Bag of Words (BOW) determines all the words in a document without considering the
words’ relation or frequency.
To pre-process the texts directly with Bag of Words, we specify which word is found
in a document and which one is not. We can use this concept as a vector of numbers. For
instance, if we want to convert the sentence, “I like to eat pizza” to a vector of numbers
with the word dictionary involving the words: I, eat, like, drink, tomato, to, pizza, the
vector representation will be as shown in Table 3.2:
Table 3.2: Bag of Words example.
I Eat Like Drink Tomato To Pizza
1 1 1 0 0 1 1
The first index of the vector presentation refers to the word “I”, the second refers to
“Eat”, the third refers to “Like”, and so on. Every word in a dictionary is assigned to an
index in the vector. The number “1” or “0” is assigned to each index to indicate whether
a word is in a document or not; “1” stands for YES, “0” stands for NO. If the same word
appears more than once, the BOW vector is still the same. For example, the BOW vector
of “I like to eat pizza pizza” is the same as Table 3.2. There is a similar technique used in
machine learning to deal with categorical or indicator variables called “one-hot-encoding”.
3.6.2 WORD FREQUENCY
The word frequency operation is similar to BOW, with one exception. The resulted vector
is not just indicating the appearance of a word in a document; it also shows the frequency
of a word, or how many times a word appears in a text. For example, the Word Frequency
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vector of “I like to eat pizza pizza” presents the word “pizza” with the number 2, because
it appears two times, as illustrated in Table 3.3.
When words have a high frequency in a document, the optimized operation TF-IDF
(Term frequency - Inverse document frequency) differentiates between the low and high-
frequency terms.
Table 3.3: Word frequency example.
I Eat Like Drink Tomato To Pizza
1 1 1 0 0 1 2
3.6.3 TERM FREQUENCY - INVERSE DOCUMENT FREQUENCY
Generally, words without information (is, the, that, etc.) appear more frequently in a doc-
ument. High frequency words have low impact on the semantic meaning of a document,
while low impact words do not. To distinguish between them, two factors Term Frequency
(TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) are calculated to assign a weight for each
term in a document [58].
Applying TF with text results in every term t in document d is assigned a value based
on the number of occurrence of the term in the document as presented in Equation 3.18.
TF (t) = (# of t appears in a document d)(Total number of terms in the document d) (3.18)
With TF, all words are considered equally processed. However, There are words of little
importance, such as “is”, “of”, etc. The goal is to scale down the high-frequency terms and
scale up the low-frequency words. We can reach this goal by calculating IDF as described
in Equation 3.19.
IDF (t) = Log Total number of documents
Number of documents with term t
(3.19)
Finally, TF-IDF is obtained by multiplying TF with IDF as presented in Equation 3.20
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TF ≠ IDFt,d = TFt,d ◊ IDFt (3.20)
3.7 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING WITH DEEP LEARNING
To use Natural Language Processing (NLP) with deep learning, we need to adopt one of
the previous word operations to represent textual data samples. However, word to vec-
tor (word2vec) represents words or letters in a new way. Such applications learn word
relationships effectively, as shown in the following textbook example:
“woman” + “king” - “man” = “queen”
By using a well-trained word2vec, it is possible to obtain and understand the relation-
ships among words.
Figure 3.20: Example of NLP with a CNN. The network consists of a single dimension
convolution layer that involves 4 filters of size 3. A convolution process is applied with
padding and stride 1 on a 5◊ 5 input volume. Each of the filters (in orange, green, yellow,
and red) operates across the two dimensional matrix to yield four features maps, one of
each filter.
3.7.1 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS USING DEEP LEARNING
Language sentiment analysis with modern deep learning techniques becomes more popular
in many applications, such as customer feedback, restaurant reviews, etc. In this section, we
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present a demo example of sentiment analysis using NLP with CNN. Figure 3.20 previews
an NLP with CNN language model. The model consists of several components:
1. A single 1 dimension convolution layer that involves 4 filters of size 3. These filters
are used to extract the tri-gram features between words.
2. A convolution process is applied with padding and stride 1 on a 5 ◊ 5 input vol-
ume. Each of the filters (in orange, green, yellow, and red) operates across the two-
dimensional matrix to yield four features maps, one of each filter.
3. The features maps are passed through theMax Pooling layer to reduce the complexity
of the computations operations.
4. The compressed feature maps are flattened and passed through the fully connected
layer.




PROBABILISTIC GRAPHICAL MODEL ON DETECTING
INSIDERS: MODELING WITH SGD-HMM
This chapter presents a novel approach to detect malicious behaviors in computer systems.
We propose the use of varying granularity levels to represent users’ log data: Session-
based, Day-based, andWeek-based. A user’s normal behavior is modeled using a stochastic-
based Hidden Markov Model, HMM-SGD. The model is used to detect any deviation from
the normal behavior. We also propose a Sliding Window Technique to identify malicious
activity effectively by considering the recent history of user activity. We evaluated our
results using Receiver Operating Characteristic curves (or ROC curves). Our evaluation
shows that the results are superior to existing research by improving the detection ability
and reducing the false positive rate. Combining sliding window technique with session-
based system gives fast detection performance with (91) ROC value.
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Insiders’ misuse of computer systems is a major concern for many organizations. Breach
Level Index [28], public information of data breaches collected and distributed by Gemalto,
asserts that around 40% of data leakage attacks are due to insiders’ misuse. The data
leakages are scored according to their important. The risk scores of malicious insider
threats are the highest in USA and China: 9.4 and 9.1 respectively. Additionally, the
recent studies in [27, 40, 14, 68] show that the insider threat rate has increased compared
to 2015 which was 39%. The mean time to detect such malicious data breaches is 50
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days [18, 14, 68]. Detecting insiders’ misuse is one of the most difficult problems in Cyber
Security.
There are several solutions proposed to deal with insider threat behaviors. Most of
them define the suspicious behaviors as the low-frequency actions that are performed by
a user. So, the unusual behaviors can be compared to high-frequency behaviors to predict
the abnormality. The activities can be captured by tracing log data within a specific time
unit. The actions‘ log data can be pre-processed such that it can be modeled using machine
learning techniques [73]. However, none of these researches address the fact that a long
time period is needed to detect malicious behaviors.
Processing and reshaping the data has a significant effect on the performance of the
adapted models. For example, Gavai and Rolleston in [27] pre-processed the raw log data to
generate several statistical features used to model user behaviors. Also, Rashid, Agrafiotis,
and Nurse in [73] pre-processed their log data as a sequence of actions performed by a user
during a week.
In this work, the raw data from five different domains, “Logon/Logoff,” “Connect/ Dis-
connect,” “Http,” “Emails,” and “Files,” are pre-processed to generate new sequence data
samples. Multiple domains show different aspects of user behaviors which would support
our model to detect malicious behavior. The new data samples are generated according to




The session-based samples are low-level granularity samples. They have short length
activity sequences compared to day-based samples, while the week-based samples have
the most extensive activity sequence. Each one of the above representations indicates the
detection time unit. For instance, a session-based sample means the user activities will be
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evaluated after each session. In the same context, a day-based sample will be assessed at
the completion of each work day and so on.
We propose an unsupervised detection approach to monitor user actions and detect the
abnormal behaviors. A user’s behavior is represented as a series of activities performed
within the organizational environment. To identify the unusual sequence of actions, a
stochastic gradient descent version of HMM, “HMM-SGD”, is proposed to model the se-
quence of user activities. The new model has training flexibility because it contains four
hyper-parameters. These hyper-parameters can be tuned to improve model convergence.
Our contribution in the presented work can be summarized as:
1. Processing the raw log data to be in session-based, day-based, and week-based se-
quences. Level granularity data samples help to discover the abnormal behaviours
that are distributed over time.
2. Proposing a sliding window technique to consider the effect of the recent history of
user activities on their current behavior.
3. Proposing the “HMM-SGD” to model the sequence data samples.
4.1.1 TRAINING OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
This section illustrates how we train our HMM. As previously explained in Section 3.2,
HMM has three parameters that need to be prepared: initial probability vector (ﬁ), transi-
tion matrix (A), and emission matrix (B).We use the Baum-Welch algorithm to train the
parameters of our model. The Baum-Welch is an HMM context algorithm of the expec-
tation maximization (EM) algorithm. Details of EM algorithm can be found in [11]. The
training process can be set according to the structure of the adapted model. For example,
Figure 4.1 illustrates a four-state structure HMM. We need to find the initial distribution of
each of the four states and the transition distribution between them. Also, the distribution
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of the observed symbols at each state should be determined as well. The list below shows
how the model parameters are trained:
1. Initializing model parameters ﬁ, A, B with positive random numbers between 0 and
1, where:
• (ﬁ) : The initial distribution of the states. The most probable state that the
model will start with.
• (A) : The initial distribution of the transitions between states.
• (B) : The initial distribution of the observed symbols.
2. Baum-Welch algorithm is applied to learn HMM parameters. The details of the
Baum-Welch algorithm are also presented in [72].
3. To make sure that there are no zeros within any of trained HMM parameters, we add
a small number to each one of the parameters, followed by a scaling process to ensure
the probability condition; all numbers in the symbols matrix add up to one. In addi-
tion to that, we use the scaled version of Hidden Markov Model, which also works on
overcoming the resolution problems during the training process. Information about
the scaled version of HMM is provided in [72].
Figure 4.1: The structure of an insiders threat detection system with HMM.
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The training process aims to find the model parameters that maximize the likelihood of
the sequences that represent the user’s normal behavior and minimizes the probability of
the sequences that represent the anomalous behavior.
4.1.2 TRAINING WITH STOCHASTIC GRADIENT TECHNIQUES
As the second approach to model user behavior, we adapt a Hidden Markov Model with
Stochastic Gradient Techniques (HMM-SGD) . The main difference in using HMM-SGD
is the learning step. In the first method, we use the Baum Welch algorithm to train the
model parameters While in this approach we use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
algorithm to train the HMM. The gradient descent (GD) algorithm is the core algorithm of
the training process in the Deep-Learning approaches (the deep neural network) and several
others [51]. In this approach, we use the SGD method with SoftMax normality function
to ensure the probability condition. According to our knowledge, we are the first who use
HMM-SGD to solve the insider’s threat attack problem.
4.1.3 SELECTION OF GD
The learning methods are divided into two main categories: Stochastic-based and batch-
based learning. For further explanation, we summarize them as follows:
1. Batch-based learning approaches: needs to process all the training data samples,
insider action sequences, to update model parameters.
2. Stochastic based Learning approaches: each single sequence sample is used to update
model parameters.
In the second approach, we adopt the stochastic base learning approach for several
reasons [51]:
1. Stochastic-based learning is commonly faster than batch-based learning.
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2. Most cases of stochastic-based learning leads to a better solution.
3. Since it is a sample base update, i.e., actions sequence, it is possible to track changes.
4.1.4 HMM-SGD LEARNING
Gradient Descent methods are the base of the most successful models, especially in deep
learning systems [51]. These methods are used to learn parameters during a maximum
number of iterations or when there is no change in model performance. The goal of using
GD methods is to increase the likelihood of the input data samples, i.e., user activities
sequences, given the model parameters. The training procedure works to fit the model
parameters with the training dataset such that we can get a high likelihood of a new set of
parameters. It is assumed that after scanning all iterations, the parameters will be updated
in such a way that the model will converge with a high-objective value.




P (qt | qt≠1) • P (ot | qt)
where:
Q is hidden states sequence, qt œ {q1, ..., qT},
O is a sequence of the observed symbols,
ot œ {o1, ..., oT}
ﬁ0 is the initial states distribution
A is transition matrix: Ai,j = pr(qt = i|qt≠1 = j)
B is emission matrix: BTk=1 = pr(ot = ok|qt = j)
(4.1)
The objective function is the joint distribution of the hidden state q at the time t and the
observed symbols sequences oi1, ..., oit given the model as described in Equation 4.1. We
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train the model to get an objective value for the training sequences. The training samples
represent the sequences of user actions within each session as described in section 4.5.1.
The essential formula of Gradient Descent is illustrated in Equation 4.2. The GD al-
gorithm uses the chain rule to accomplish the training goal for all model parameters [88].
The context of HMM with gradient descent can be summarized as follows:
1. The term W(t) refers to any of the current parameters {ﬁ, B, A}.
2. W(t+1) presents the updated version of the model parameters.
3. To orientate the system learning process, we manipulate the learning rate parameter
“µ” that changes the learning step during the training procedure.
4. The gradient term of the Equation 4.2 presents the derivation of the objective function
with respect to the model parameters.
W (t+ 1) = W (t)≠ µ ú ˆObjective
ˆW
(4.2)
Figure 4.2: HMM-SGD Learning Process.
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Figure 4.2 shows the flow diagram of the learning process. First, the model parameters
{ , A,B} are randomly initialized while maintaining the probability condition, such that
all numbers add up to one.
The next step is to start modeling the training data samples that involve sequences of
the first 50 sessions. The learning procedure is initiated by iterating over a fixed number
of iterations. Within each iteration, the objective function will be called to calculate the
probability of the session actions sequence as shown in Equation 4.1. The result and the
current model parameters will be fed into the gradient descent function. The gradient of
the objective function with respect to the model parameters will be calculated. Later on,
the parameters will be updated such that we achieve a high probability of the input data
sample.
To elaborate more on the SGD training procedure, the training pseudo code is presented
in algorithm 1. The main procedure begins by initializing the HMM’s parameters. Then, it
goes over each of the sequence data samples and calls the training procedure. Algorithm 2
illustrates the training steps that begin by calling the objective function. Then, it updates
the model parameters independently by calling the gradient descent function for each of
the parameters along with the objective function.
Algorithm 1Modeling Actions Sequences
1: procedure HMM_SGD(inputSequences, hiddenStates, learningRate, iterations)
2: Create HMM Object
3: Initialize HMM Parameters
4: Û ◊old = {◊ﬁ_old, ◊A_old, ◊B_old}
5: trainingLengthΩ length(inputSequences)
6: Û The first 50 sessions
7: while iterations do
8: for Training sequences do
9: HMM.trainModel( sequence, ◊model, iddenStates, learningRate)






Algorithm 2 Training Procedure
1: procedure TRAINMODEL(sample, ◊model, hiddenStates, learningRate)
2:
3: Objective = HMM.Objective(sample)
4: ◊ﬁ_new Ω ◊ﬁ_old ≠ µ ú SGD(Objective, ◊ﬁ_old)
5: Û ◊ﬁ_old is the current initial probability vector
6: Û µ is the learning rate
7: Û SGD is a stocastic gredient descent function
8: ◊newA Ω ◊oldA ≠ µ ú SGD(Objective, ◊oldA)
9: Û ◊oldA is the current transition probability matrix
10: ◊newB Ω ◊oldB ≠ µ ú SGD(Objective, ◊oldB)
11: Û ◊oldB is the current emission probability matrix
12: end procedure
4.2 DATASET
To test the performance of the proposed approaches, we need a data set that can be used to
profile the users’ behaviors based on machine log data. For that reason, we used the CERT
Insider Threat Data sets [24, 29]. The CERT Division cooperated with ExactData, LLC, to
create several versions of synthetic insider threat data sets. These data sets are unlabeled
sets. They have both synthetic base data and synthetic malicious user data. The data sets
project is sponsored by DARPA I2O [24]. The CERT data set1 is a diverse domains data
set. It is a public data set that consists of different computer-based log events data files [73].
The raw logs data sets include the following computer log events: logon/logoff, the logs
of open/closed files, the logs of all surfed websites, the logs of how a user uses the thumb
drive Connect/Disconnect, the logs for email messages that have been sent and received,
and one file for LDAP information [73, 12, 24]. For our work, we used the r4.2 data set
that has a huge variety of users event logs. Even though CERT provides r6 data sets, r4.2




4.3 THE PROBABILITY OF A GIVEN SAMPLE SEQUENCE
The raw log events are regenerated to be sequences of timed events, as is illustrated in
section 4.5. To find the probability of each of the created sequences Y = (y1, y2, ..., yT ), we
can use one of the two Algorithms: the Naive Based Algorithm, or the Forward-Backward
Algorithm.
To use the Naive Bayes method, we need to consider all possibilities of hidden states
sequences and add the probabilities across all of them. Using this method is not an effi-
cient way because it increases O(TNT ) runtime. Alternatively, The Forward-Backward
algorithm [72] is more efficient and it elapses O(NT 2) runtime. In general, the sequence
probability is a redundant process of the sum of the product of fraction numbers. The mul-
tiplication of two fractions will result in a smaller value. This fact produces small amounts
that cannot be processed by computers because of the resolution capability. In many cases,
it turns out to be zeros. Thus, in our work, we use the (≠log(P (Y )) instead of P (Y ). The
works in [73, 72] adapt these solutions for the machine resolution problem. In the training
section, we will explain two more solutions that we use in our model.
4.4 MALICIOUS INSIDER’S FEATURES
To track the users’ suspicious actions in any organization, we need to choose the right
features that help in profiling and modeling a users’ behavior pattern. According to the
work of [73], it is more accurate to adopt several different domains of actions events’ logs
to model users’ behaviors. This would combine many trends of users’ attitudes. For this
reason, it is beneficial to take into consideration the computer-based users’ actions events.
For example, we can model different kinds of event logs to profile users’ behaviors. The
logs include when a user often logs on and logs off, what sites are used most frequently by
a user, who the possible receivers of the user’s email messages are, and more, allowing us
to profile a user’s behavior. Discovering an unusual pattern in the activities events log leads
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to discovering possible insiders threat attacks. The more frequently these patterns occur,
the more accepted they are [66].
The main purpose that we aim to achieve is to reform the computer-based event log
features, from CERT division data sets, which are used with the proposed models. We use
two kinds of machine learning models the hidden Markov model and the HMM-SGD. Both
of the adopted models work with a sequence-shape data sample. Therefore, we preprocess
the multi-domains log events and produce sequences that will be fed to the HMM models.
In this paper, we adopt all features that are included with the CERT data set to create
session-based, day-based, and week-based data samples of users’ action events.
The next section will illustrate the extraction of features and the implementation of the
proposed approaches as well.
4.5 PREPROCESSING OF LOG DATA
At the beginning of this section, we will explain how we preprocess the raw events’ log
data from CERT datasets. The preprocessing procedure starts from reading the log files
from different log domains of each user and ends with the generation of new encoded
action event sequences that present user behaviors. The preprocessing phase has four es-
sential stages: Filtration, Encoding, Merging and Extracting. Figure 4.3 shows the general
overview of our preprocessing stages. Each step of the preprocessing is designed to be an
independent module. Thus, it can be updated without affecting the other stages.
4.5.1 FEATURES SELECTION AND EXTRACTING
The CERT dataset provides comma separated value (CSV) log files of five different do-
mains [24]. We selected all of the features provided by files. Each one of these files
provides log activities of users from a specific domain. For instance, the Device file has the
log events that indicate when and where a user has connected or disconnected a removable
drive to or from a machine. The adapted CERT features include: Logon (User logged onto
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a computer/unlocked a computer); Logoff (User logged off a computer); File (User copied
a file to a removable drive); Email (User sent an email); Website (User visited a website);
Connect (User inserted a removable drive); Disconnect (User removed a removable drive).
Figure 4.3 illustrates the main stages of selecting and extracting features. There are
four stages (Filtration, Encoding, Merging, and Extracting) that are used to process the raw
features. The CERT datasets are big datasets that require a large memory space. For exam-
ple, a machine with 16 GB RAM cannot hold some of the preprocessing steps especially
during the Filtration stage. To overcome this issue, the data filtration performed during
loading the CSVs log files from the hard disk.
Two working environments are used in this paper:
1. “R” is used for pre-processing CERT dataset and generating the sequence data sam-
ples.
2. The generated data samples are modeled using the Python environment.
Figure 4.3: The general platform of the insider threat detection system.
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Figure 4.4: Filtering and encoding multi domains logs data.
The Filtering, Encoding and Merging processes are described as follows:
1. The system starts with filtering the log files of a given user. It uses “R-SQL” to filter
the data while loading these files from a hard disk. Using this technique gives the
ability to use the available memory size without any issues as shown in Figure 4.4.
The developed preprocessing approach compensates the memory limitations by sys-
tems hard disk.
2. The filtered events are encoded sequentially with a hash Table . For instance, if
the user “AAM0658” logs in to the system and performs several activities on his
machine. The log data of these actions will be encoded as a sequence of numbers.
Each number stands for a specific action made by the user.
In HMM context, each code refers to an index in the symbols matrix of Hidden
Markov Model. For instance, a representation of one of the encoded session-based
symbols of user “AAM0658” are illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: A session sequence of “AAM0658”
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3. The encoded events of different domains are merged based on their time-stamp to
generate a big vector of symbols.
Figure 4.6: Merging encoded events followed by extracting session-based sequences.
4. The last step is extracting the data samples. The big symbols vector is evaluated to
generate three different samples: session-based, day-based and week-based samples.
The session-based are determined by tracking the (log on/ log off) events codes. All
symbols between log on/log off codes are considered as a session-based sequence.
The day-based and the week-based samples are obtained by aggregating action events
per a day or per a week.
Hour, day, week, year and several others features are created to facilitate the pre-
processing operations to generate the session-based, day-based , and the week-based
sequences.
Finally, the resulted sequences are saved in a data frame to be modeled later with
HMM and HMM-SGD.
4.6 MODEL STRUCTURES AND RESULTS
The work presented here utilizes two models: the HMM and the HMM-SGD models. In
this section, only the results of the HMM-SGD model is presented because the difference
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between the performance of the two models is minimal. However, the HMM-SGD model
has more tuning flexibility due to the presence of more hyper-parameters.
The structures of HMM and HMM-SGD are also described.
4.6.1 HMM STRUCTUE
HMM experiments were conducted with three hyper-parameters: the number of hidden
states, the maximum number of iterations and the number of training samples. The list
below shows the combinations of the used hyper-parameters along with the structure of
HMMs.
1. HMMs are implemented with 10, 20, 40, 50, 60 hidden stats.
2. Three detection systems are implemented: the session-based, the day-based and the
week-based. Each one of these models is trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm
for 20 iterations.
3. We fix the training sets as follows:
• Session-based system: the first 50 sessions.
• Day-based: the first 35 day samples.
• Week-based: the first 5 weeks samples.
4. After the training process, we find the probability of each sequence P(sequence)
using the forward algorithm.
5. To avoid the resolution machine problem, we use (≠log(P (sequence))) instead of
P (sequence).
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4.6.2 HMM-SGDS’ STRUCTURE AND RESULTS
The HMM-SGD models are trained with four hyper-parameters: the number of hidden
states, the maximum number of iterations, the number of training samples, and the value
of the learning rate.
The structure of the HHM-SGDmodels and the hyper-parameter combinations are sim-
ilar to HMM modes. The only difference is the learning rate. The HMM-SGD models are
trained with a 0.01 learning rate.
Similar to the baseline HMM, the probability of each sequence P(sequence) is calcu-
lated using the forward algorithm. The results are evaluated using the ROC curve to see
the overall performance of the proposed detection approaches.
4.6.3 SESSION-BASED MODEL RESULTS
The session-based sequence is a low level granularity sample. The representation of user
actions per session are too narrow to consider many of the users’ activities, compared to a
day- or week-based sequence. Moreover, the insiders usually distribute their actions over
several sessions so that no one can recognize their anomalous behaviors. However, the
session-based system provides the shortest detection time.
Although the session-based results look weak, the model shows a very good perfor-
mance by evaluating the sessions that are near to or surround the labeled sessions with very
low probability values, (for more details see study case in section 4.8). This has inspired us
to come up with the idea of a sliding window technique to optimize the model performance.
4.6.4 A SLIDING WINDOW TECHNIQUE
To optimize the models evaluation process, we propose a novel SlidingWindow Technique.
This approach provides the flexibility to monitor the recent history of user behaviors. For
example, to evaluate the session sequence of user “AAM0658” (Figure 4.6), the sliding
window will be used to see the history of the current sequence based on a window size.
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Thus, instead of considering just the predicted probability of a sequence, a sliding window
gives a broad vision of user behaviors.
The proposed technique can also be used to see the future changes of behaviors regard-
ing a current session. For instance, if we want to evaluate session 100 of user “AAM0658”,
we can see the changes in his behaviors between sessions 100 and 110, using a window of
size 10.
In this work, we use the SlidingWindow to monitor the recent history of user behaviors.
4.6.5 DAY-BASED MODEL RESULTS
The day-based detection system shows a better performance compared to a session-based
system. The better performance comes from the fact that a day-based sample has more
action events than a session-based sample. Monitoring more events enables the model to
evaluate more users’ activities which usually come from multiple domains. For example,
the model evaluates more emails, files, and even more web sites which improve the model
to perform well.
4.6.6 WEEK-BASED MODEL RESULTS
The week-based detection system shows the best results compared to a session-based sys-
tem or day-based system. The improvement of the model performance comes from the fact
that a week-based sample has more events to monitor than what events are in a session-
based or day-based sample. A week-based sample reflects a broad distribution of user
behaviors and that helps the model to show good performance.
4.7 MODEL EVALUATION
The CERT data set has several scenarios and provides description files for insider’s events.
These files specify the events that are considered as malicious behaviors. That data is used
as truth labels to evaluate the work.
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Figure 4.7: 5 Samples Window Size.
Figure 4.8: 10 Samples Window Size.
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Figure 4.9: 15 Samples Window Size.
Figure 4.10: 20 Samples Window Size.
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The truth labels of thirty users are used to evaluate the presented work. Those users
are insiders according to the definition of scenario one. The insiders attack in scenario one
occurs as follows: a User begins to log on after office hours, starts using a removable drive
and then begins uploading data to wikileaks.org.
The generated session-based, day-based, and week-based data sets are labeled manually
and using a labeling system according to the truth label data.2
4.7.1 NORMALIZATION
The raw event logs of each user are separately preprocessed as described in section 4.5.1.
Thus, the baselines of normal behaviors are different among users. To evaluate our work,
we normalize the predicted probabilities of a user’s actions according to the training data
samples. The structure of the training setup is illustrated in section 4.6.1.
For every user, we normalize the predicted probabilities of testing data points as fol-
lows:
1. Run the model with the training data sets: session, day, and week-based granularity.
2. Averaging the predicted probabilities to calculate the baseline of normal behaviors.
3. Using the normal baseline to normalize the predicted probabilities of testing data
samples.
Then, all normal baselines are normalized to be in the same scale.
4.7.2 EVALUATION WITH ROC
The ROC procedure takes all truth labels of user session sequences along with the P(session
sequence) of each sequence and applies a variety of threshold values to draw two dimen-
sions of the ROC curve. Each point of this curve represents a result of the threshold-based
2Note: Every procedure in this work is built from scratch. No code is provided from any other work.
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comparison: how many data samples have been evaluated as normal or abnormal compared
to the truth labels. The area under the curve (AUC) is also used to assess the model perfor-
mance. AUC is a calculation of the area under the plotted ROC curve. The more the AUC
is close to one, the more the model has a good performance and vice versa.
Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 show the ROC curves of applying sliding window with
session-based data samples. They present the use of different window size. The experi-
ment is implemented with five different model structures and four different window sizes.
These include 10, 20, 40, 50, and 60 hidden states and 5, 10, 15, and 20 window sizes.
Also, the AUC is presented under each model structure with a different color.
4.8 CASE STUDY
Table 4.1: User “MCF0600” Data Samples Statistics
Granularity-based Session Day Week
Data Samples 308 246 41
Malicious Samples 3 3 1
Training Samples 50 35 5
Malicious Labels 276, 278,280
221, 223,
224 38
To investigate more about the detection function of the model, a case study is illustrated
with more details. The User “MCF0600” is selected as a case study which is the same case
study as in [73]. As mentioned in section 4.7, the attack is started when user “MCF0600”
begins to log in after office hours, starts using a removable drive, and then begins uploading
data to wikileaks.org. User “MCF0600” is considered one of the insiders according to
scenario one. The user has malicious behavioral truth labels, so we can use his log data to
evaluate the models.
Table 4.1 previews information about the data sample representations for user “MCF0
600”: session, day and week-based data samples. The information includes the total num-
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ber of samples, the number of malicious samples, the number of training samples, and
labeled indexes of each data set, section 4.5.
Figure 4.11 (a), (c), and (e) shows the predicted -Log(Probability) of the three detection
systems. The normal samples are colored blue while the malicious samples are colored red.
The results are for the testing data sets, So the labeled indexes are different compared to
the numbers in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.11: Histogram and scatter plots of probability scores of “MCF0600.” Session,
day, and week-based data samples are used to evaluate the users’ behaviors.
Figure 4.11 (a), (c), and (e) also presents the histogram distributions of the predicted
probabilities with a class color, blue for abnormal behaviors and orange for normal be-
haviors. The session-based system evaluates the labeled sessions with a high probability3,
sessions 226, 228, and 230. On the other hand, the model evaluates the unusual copying of
files or surfing unusual web sites with very low probabilities as shown in Figure 4.11 (a),
sessions 221, 232, 235, and 237.
3High probability means low -Log(Probability).
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To improve the model performance, a sliding window technique is used with the pre-
dicted probabilities to analyze the effect of the history behavior on the current behavior.
The ROC curve is used with and without a sliding window. The first score is 0.2 while
a full score, 1, is the result of using a sliding window. A Window size of 5, 10, 15, and 20
is used and the result is a full score, 1.
Using the sliding window with the session-based system gives a fast detection system
with very good accuracy.
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CHAPTER 5
INSIDER THREATS DETECTION USING CNN-LSTM
MODEL
Malicious insider activities threaten various government agencies and private organiza-
tions. This chapter presents a novel approach to detect malicious behaviors. We propose
the use of a granularity level to represent users’ log data: textual session-based data sam-
ples. The user’s behaviors are modeled using character embeddings and a deep learning
model that consists of CNN and LSTM. Character embeddings are used to represent the
input samples. Then, a convolution layer is used to capture local tri-gram features from
the input samples, followed by an LSTM layer to consider the order of these given features
(tri-grams). We conduct experiments using several variations of model architectures with
no handcrafted features. The proposed model is evaluated with a subset of CERT Insider
Threat dataset, r4.2. The results show that performance improved with high AUC values.
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the raw data from five different domains, “Logon/ Logoff,” “Connect/ Dis-
connect,” “website links,” “Emails,” and “local files,” are pre-processed to generate new
data samples: textual session-based sequences. The generated data samples are level gran-
ularity samples. They have short length activity sequences compared to day-based or week-
based samples. The new representation indicates the detection time unit. For instance, a
session-based sample means the user activities will be evaluated after each session. The
presented data samples are different from the work in Chapter 4. The data is presented as
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session-based encoded samples in Chapter 4, while in this work the textual session-based
data samples are proposed. The new representation gives the ability to go over the real
textual meaning of the event logs using Natural Language Processing NLP; this ability
would improve the model performance to detect the malicious activities.
Natural language processing (NLP) enables computers to perform a wide range of nat-
ural language-related tasks, such as classification. The traditional methods, which have
been utilized to solve these NLP problems, such as SVM and logistic regression, were
trained on very high dimensional data, or data with many features. These traditional ma-
chine learning based NLP systems relied heavily on hand-crafted features which in turn are
time-consuming and often incomplete.
In the last few years, neural networks based on dense vector representations have been
producing superior results on various NLP tasks including classification [4]. An advantage
of using neural networks is that they require no hand-crafted features and enable automatic
feature representation learning.
In this chapter, we proposed to use a combination of Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [50] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [38] to model user actions and detect
the abnormal behaviors. A user’s behavior is represented as a series of activities performed
within the organization environment.
The goal of this work is to develop an insider detection system that has the ability to
detect malicious activity in a relatively short time, which is not addressed by other works.
Our contributions can be summarized as:
1. Processing the raw log data to be in textual session-based sequences.
2. Proposing the neural network model to process the sequence data samples and detect
the malicious activity.
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Figure 5.1: The general platform of the insider threat detection system.
5.2 PREPROCESSING OF LOG DATA
The preprocessing phase has four essential stages: Filtration, Merging, Extracting, and
Concatenating. Figure. 5.1 shows the general overview of our preprocessing stages. We
design each step of the preprocessing phase to be an independent module. Therefore, it can
be updated without affecting other stages.
5.2.1 FEATURES SELECTION AND EXTRACTING
The adapted CERT features include: Logon (User logged onto a computer/unlocked a
computer); Logoff (User logged off a computer); File (User copied a file to a removable
drive); Email (User sent an email); Website (User visited a website); Connect (User inserted
a removable drive); Disconnect (User removed a removable drive).
The CERT datasets are big datasets that need a large size memory; a machine with
16 GB RAM cannot hold some of the preprocessing steps, especially during the Filtration
stage. Therefore, to overcome this issue, the data filtration is performed during the loading
of data files. The Filtering and Merging processes are described as follows:
1. The system starts with filtering the log files of a given user. The Filtration process
uses “R-SQL” technique to filter the data while loading these files from a hard disk.
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Using this approach gives the ability to use the available memory size without any
issues as shown in Figure. 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Preprocessing of Event Logs.
2. The filtered events of different domains are merged based on their time-stamp to
generate a large vector of textual action events.
3. The large event logs vector is processed to generate the new session-based sequences
by tracking the (log on/ log off) events. All logs between log on/log off events are
considered as one session-based sequence.
4. Then all users’ data is merged into one dataset. Each session is a long string of all
user’s activities such as: web site address, file name, the “To” section of an email,
etc. In total we have 30 users’ profiles; all these users have 7587 sessions. Only
69 data points (sessions) are labeled as an insider; the rest (7518) data points are
examples of normal behaviors.
5. In order to train a neural model for the data, we need to transform the dataset from
its textual shape into a numerical form. We do that by transforming each character
into a character embedding. Character embedding (or word embedding) is a class of
approaches for representing words or documents using a dense vector representation
that captures something about their meaning. The main idea behind this approach is
that each word or character can be represented by the meaning of its neighbors [25].
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There is a linguistic theory behind the approach, namely the “distributional hypothe-
sis” by [36]. Compared with traditional word representations, word embedding is an
improvement over simpler bag-of-word (BOW) models. BOW representations result
in large and sparse vectors (mostly 0 values) that describe documents but not the
meaning of the words.
5.2.2 OVER-SAMPLING OF MINORITY GROUP
The CERT dataset is imbalanced data. The classes of the data points are not reasonably
represented. For instance, the malicious data samples are too few compared to normal
examples. Generally, real-world data sets consist of a high ratio of normal examples and a
small ratio of abnormal examples [16].
After splitting the dataset into training and testing sets, we end up with fewer examples
of insider data points. This is a textbook example of an unbalanced dataset, which will
affect the model performance. To solve this issue, oversampling the minority class obser-
vations may improve the quality of the model. By oversampling, models are sometimes
better able to learn patterns that differentiate classes. We up-sample the insider labels us-
ing the SMOTE algorithm (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) [16]. At a high
level, SMOTE creates synthetic observations of the minority class by:
• Finding the k-nearest-neighbors for minority class observations (finding similar ob-
servations)
• Randomly choosing one of the k-nearest-neighbors and using it to create similar, but
randomly tweaked, new observations.
When up-sampling using SMOTE, we do not create duplicate observations. However, be-
cause the SMOTE algorithm uses the nearest neighbors of observations to create synthetic
data, it still bleeds information. If the nearest neighbors of minority class observations in
the training set end up in the validation set, their information is partially captured by the
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synthetic data in the training set. As a result, we over-sample only the training dataset. By
oversampling only the training data, none of the information in the validation data is used
to create synthetic observations. So, these results should be generalizable.
5.3 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING WITH NEURAL NETWORKS
NLP is the bridge between human language and machines. It is a combination of ma-
chine learning and linguistics to understand written or spoken languages. NLP is a way to
represent, analyze, and interpret the textual data, such as letters, words, and sentences.
In the last few years, neural networks based on dense vector representations have been
producing superior results on various NLP tasks including classification [19]. An advan-
tage of using neural networks is that they require no hand-crafted features and enable au-
tomatic feature representation learning.
In this chapter, we proposed to use a combination of a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [50] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [38] to model user actions and detect
abnormal behaviors.
5.3.1 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have recently been shown to achieve impressive
results on the practically important task of sentence classification [30]. For most NLP tasks,
CNN plays the role of feature extractor by extracting higher-level features from constituting
words or n-grams to create a useful latent semantic representation of the sentence [19].
Initially, CNN was designed to be used in image processing tasks. Therefore, the input is
expected to be a “2-D matrix” representing image pixels. For NLP tasks, instead of image
pixels, the input is sentences or documents as sequences of tokens. In order to apply CNN,
the input needs to be represented as a matrix where each row of the matrix corresponds to
one token, usually a word or a character. Thus, each row is a vector that represents a word
or character. Typically, these vectors are embeddings.
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Instead of hand engineering our features to classify whether a session is a normal or
abnormal behavior, we use a CNN as the feature extractor. Figure 6.26a illustrates our
CNN model architecture. The model is comprised of a filters layer and a pooling layer.
The filters layer consists of 32 filters of size 3, and their width would be equal to the
embedding dimensions (100 dimensions) used to represent each character in the session
sequence.
This layer performs convolutions on the input sentence matrix and generates 32 feature
maps. The largest number from every two neighboring cells in the feature map is selected
using a 1D-max pooling to produce the compressed feature map. These 32 compressed
feature maps are concatenated to form one feature matrix. This feature matrix would rep-
resent the higher-level features of the input session sequence and would be passed into the
LSTM layer.
5.3.2 LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NETWORK
A Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM) is a particular type of Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN). A recurrent neural network is a neural network that attempts to model
time or any other sequence, such as language. One problem exists with standard RNN as
the distance between words or sequences values increase, i.e., they are separated by a large
number of other words or values. Modeling such dependencies will lead to the vanishing
gradient problem (or exploding gradient problem). LSTM is capable of overcoming such
shortcomings of standard RNN by learning long-term dependencies using a new structure
called a memory cell. A memory cell is composed of three main gates: an input gate,
a forget gate and an output gate. The weights of these gates will model the interactions
between the memory cell itself and its environment. As our CNN layer learns and outputs
the most important features of the session sequence, the LSTM considers the order of the
user’s actions in a specific session.
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Figure 5.3: The architecture of LSTM model with input/output dimensions.
5.4 MODEL’S ARCHITECTURE
Throughout our work, we tried three model architectures:
5.4.1 LSTM MODEL
The first model is a one-layer LSTM followed by a densely-connected NN layer with a
“sigmoid” function. In this model, we utilized char embeddings to represent the input
session sequence. We tried to let the model learn these embeddings by considering them as
another hyper-parameter that the model needs to learn. These are the hyper-parameters of
this model: 100 LSTM units, batch size: 32 and epochs: 10. Figure 5.3 shows the proposed
LSTM architecture with the input/output dimensions.
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5.4.2 CNN MODEL
The second model is a one-layer CNN followed by a densely connected NN layer with
a “sigmoid” function. In this model, we utilized char embeddings to represent the input
session sequence. We tried to let the model learn these embeddings by considering them
as another hyper-parameter that the model needs to learn. These are the hyper-parameters
of this model: CNN filters: 32, filter size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32 and epochs: 10.
Figure 5.5 shows the input/output dimensions of CNN architecture.
Figure 5.4: CNN Feature Extractor Architecture.
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Figure 5.5: The architecture of CNN model with input/output dimensions.
5.4.3 CNN-LSTM MODEL
The third architecture is a combination of the first and the second architectures as shown in
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. There are four layers in the proposed architecture:
1. The first layer is the input layer, where the input textual session-based sequence is
converted from a list of tokens (i.e., char) into a list of the char index. The char index
is just the location number of that char in the dictionary of the unique characters that
occur in the entire sessions.
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2. To solve the problem of invariant session lengths, each input session is padded with
zeros to make all session lengths equal to the longest session in the dataset. The
output of this layer would be a vector with the length equal to the longest session.
The keras library [19] is used to obtain the vocabulary of character indexes and to
pad the input session to get the same fixed length. The output of this layer is a 2d
matrix. Each row is a 100-D char vector representing each char in the input session.
3. The third layer is a conv1D, convolutional layer. This layer applies 32 convolutional
filters (filter size = 3 and activation = “relu”) to the embedding matrix input. Each
filter outputs a feature map vector. The length of these feature map vectors is equal
to the length of the input session (i.e., the number of characters). All these 32 feature
map vectors are concatenated to form a feature map matrix, and the dimensions of
this matrix are equal to the number of characters in the input session by the number
of feature maps. We are using a Maxpooling layer with size = 2 to compress the
feature matrix.
4. The fourth layer is an LSTM with a hidden state of 100 units. In this layer, we
reused the same LSTM for each row in the feature matrix. The LSTM cell maintains
a hidden state and a cell state (i.e., memory cell) within it that passes forward to the
next step. However, there is only 1 set of parameters being learned. Those parameters
need to be able to handle all steps, conditional on the current input, hidden state, and
cell state. The cell state is not an output; however, it is passed forward as an input to
the next step. The hidden state is passed to the output as well as to the next step.
5. To make the prediction, we use a regular densely connected NN layer with a “sig-
moid” function to squeeze the output feature vector from the LSTM.
The hyper-parameters of the third architecture are set as follows: CNN filters numbers:
32, filter size: 3, pool size: 2 and activation function is “relu”. The model is trained using
“Adam” optimizer for ten epochs with a batch size of 32.
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Figure 5.6: The architecture of CNN-LSTM model.
Figure 5.7: The architecture of CNN-LSTM model with input/output dimensions.
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5.5 SYSTEM EVALUATION: CROSS-VALIDATION APPROACH
We train and evaluate the work, CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM models, using 10-fold
subject-based cross-validation method. The advantage of this approach over a traditional
one, where dataset is splitted into just two folds, is that all samples are used for both training
and testing, and each fold is used for validation and testing exactly once.
We set up our 10-fold cross-validation experiment as follows:
1. Users’ datasets are divided into 10 groups. Every group has totally separated subjects
different from others.
2. We train and test the models by iterating on the ten 3-subject datasets. The proposed
procedure concatenates every eighth 3-subject datasets and use them as a training
dataset. The remaining two datasets are used for validation and testing.
5.6 RESULTS WITH CROSS-VALIDATION APPROACH
This section presents the 10-fold cross-validation (CV) approach. The CV approach ex-
amines the models using unseen subject-based datasets, which are not considered in the
training phase.
In the conducted experiments, we consider thirty users. The data of these users are
divided into 10 groups. Each group has the log data of three users. The cross-validation
approach is performed in 10 rounds. Within each round, we consider the dataset of group
i as test dataset, and the dataset of group i+ 1 as validation dataset. Then, we concatenate
the rest of the 8 datasets (eight groups) into one training dataset. For example, in round
one, the dataset 1 is used as a testing dataset. The dataset 2 is used as a validation dataset.
Then, the remaining eight datasets are concatenated to form training datasets 1. In round
2, the dataset 2 is used as a testing dataset. The dataset 3 is used as a validation dataset and
the remaining datasets are concatenated to form a training dataset 2. The same procedure is
performed until the 10th round where dataset 10 is used as a testing dataset. The dataset 1 is
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Figure 5.8: 10-folds Cross validation approach. Profile session-based datasets of 30 users
are grouped into 10 parts. Every part has dataset of three subjects. The cross-validation
approach are performed in 10 rounds. For example, in round one, the dataset 1 is used
as testing dataset. The dataset 2 is used as validation dataset.The remaining eight datasets
are concatenated to form training datasets 1. The same procedure is performed until the
10th round where dataset 10 is used as testing dataset. The dataset 1 is used as validation
dataset. and the remaining nine datasets are concatenated to form the 10th training dataset.
used as a validation dataset and the remaining eight datasets (2-9 groups) are concatenated
and used as a training dataset.
Each of the proposed models is trained with 10 epochs. After each epoch, the model is
evaluated with three datasets: training, validation and testing datasets.
5.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To analyze the performance of the proposed three models, CNN, LSTM and CNN-LSTM,
the results from the ten folds are concatenated to form one data set of predicted scores.
As a result, we have three datasets of predicted scores, one for every model. Then, five
evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the predicted scores:
1. Recall or Sensitivity or TPR (True Positive Rate): Number of items correctly identi-
fied as positive out of total true positives.
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Recall = TP
TP + FN (5.1)
2. Precision: Number of items correctly identified as positive out of total items identi-
fied as positive.
Precision = TP
TP + FP (5.2)
To use these matrices, first we round the predicted probabilities to integer numbers.
Then, the formulas of Precision and Recall are applied, Equations 5.1 and 5.2. These
metric functions compare between the true class values and the predicted class val-
ues.
3. F1 Score: To see the balance between Precision and Recall, we use the F1 score, as
shown in Equation 5.3. An F1 of “1” means a perfect score, while a score of “0”
means a total failure.
F1 = 2 ú Precision úRecall
Precision+Recall (5.3)
4. ROC Curve: The predicted probabilities are used directly with the ROC curve to
evaluate the model on different threshold values. The essential score with the ROC
is the Area Under the Curve (AUC). The closer the AUC to 1, the better the perfor-
mance of a model.
5. Confusion matrix or an error matrix [82] is a table that describes the performance
of an algorithm or a classification model on a set of test data, typically supervised
learning. All correct predictions are located in the diagonal of the table that includes
information about true positive and true negative samples, Table 5.1. In our exper-
iments, we use 0.5 as threshold value to evaluate the predicted scores and draw the
confusion matrices. Also, the above metrics: Precision, Recall, F1 score, and Accu-
racy are calculated based on 0.5 threshold value.
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Insider True Positive False Negative
Actual:
Normal False Positive True Negative
The next sections present our findings of using the aforementioned evaluation metrics.
5.7.1 CONFUSION MATRIX OF CNN MODEL
In this section, we present the using of confusion matrix to evaluate the results of CNN
model. The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as
shown in Table 5.2. The CNN model shows a good performance with the testing dataset
by predicting 49 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicting 20 samples. On
the other side, the model predicts 5553 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts
1965 samples. Even though the number of positive examples are too small compared to the
number of negative samples, the CNN model is able to distinguish between them in most
cases.
With the testing dataset, described in Table 5.2, we can see that the model can detect
71% of the insider threat samples correctly, while falsely classify 26% of normal samples.
Table 5.2: CNN Confusion Matrix of all test cases. The true positive is 49, and the false
positive is 1965. On the other side, the true negative is 5553 and false negative is 20.








5.7.2 CONFUSION MATRIX OF LSTM MODEL
In this section, we present the using of confusion matrix to evaluate the results of LSTM
model. The confusion matrix of testing datasets are shown in Table 5.3. The LSTMmodel,
with the testing datasets, predicts all malicious samples correctly; that means the true pos-
itive is 1 . On the other side, the model predicts 4712 of the negative samples correctly and
mispredicts 2806 samples. The LSTM model performs well with the malicious examples.
However, the false positive rate is 37%. The false positive rate is high compared to CNN
and CNN-LSTM models.
Table 5.3: LSTM Confusion Matrix of all test cases. The true positive is 69, and the false
positive is 2806. On the other side, the true negative is 4712 and false negative is 0.







5.7.3 CONFUSION MATRIX OF CNN-LSTM MODEL
In this section, a confusion matrix is used to evaluate the results of CNN-LSTMmodel. The
predicted results from ten folds are concatenated to form one dataset. The formed dataset is
evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown in Table 5.4. With the testing dataset, the CNN-
LSTM predicts 58 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicts 11 samples. On the
other side, the model predicts 6189 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 1329
samples. The behavior of CNN-LSTM model is balance compared to CNN and LSTM
models. The true positive rate of CNN-LSTM model is high compared to CNN model,
while the true negative is 82% , which is a high rate compared to both CNN and LSTM
models. Moreover, the false positive rate is 18% which is low compared to both CNN and
LSTM models
The elapsed time to train CNN-LSTM model is also balanced compared to the other
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models. The training time of CNN-LSTM is less than LSTMmodel, and greater than CNN
model.
Table 5.4: CNN-LSTM Confusion Matrix of all test cases. The true positive is 58, and the
false positive is 1329. On the other side, the true negative is 6189 and false negative is 11.







5.7.4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERM OF PRECISION, RECALL, F1 SCORE, AND
AUC
In this section, we present extra metrics to evaluate the proposed models. We use precision,
recall, and F1 score metrics to analyze the true and fasle rates of a model. The traditional
way of using the accuracy metric alone is not sufficient because it evaluates the models on
all data classes regardless of the distribution of these classes. In almost all insider misuse
situations, the data is extremely imbalanced [6]. As illustrated in Table 5.3, the number of
test cases is 7587. The positive samples are just 69, which means just 0.91% of test cases
are insiders. So, we use precision and recall metrics to deeply investigate the performance
of the models on the minority group.
The precision and recall analyze the results by considering just true positive, false posi-
tive, and false negative values. That is, we consider the predicted true positive samples and
how many false positive and negative samples have also been predicted.
It is important to mention that the Precision, Recall, F1 and Accuracy metrics are cal-
culated based on choosing 0.5 threshold value. Changing threshold value leads to different
results; that is why we use ROC metric with AUC score to study broadly the behavior of
the proposed models. ROC curve uses a list of threshold values ranging between 0 and 1.
The CNN model has a better performance in terms of accuracy compared to the LSTM
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model, see Table 5.5. The accuracy metric is 0.74. The CNN model predicts 74% of total
samples correctly. However, the distributions of the predicted scores are different between
the normal and malicious classes. Thus, we need to investigate the results in more depth.
The recall of the CNN model is 0.68, which means 68% of the minority group are
predicted correctly. However, the precision metric seems not good. The CNN model has
2.4% precision, and the LSTM and CNN-LSTMmodels have 2.4%, and 4.2% respectively.
The reason behind the small precision values is the fact that the insider’s data sets are
imbalanced. By considering the CNN model, see Table 5.2, we can see that the model
mispredicts 26% of the majority class, or the false positive is 1965. However, the precision
is 2.4% because the minority class has just 69 samples. Even if the model predicted all the
samples of the minority class correctly and mispredicted a small portion of the majority
class, the precision values would be small.
There are other reasons that may lead to such behavior:
1. The nature of synthetic data samples.
2. The noise from augmentation operation during training phase.
3. The number of training samples.
4. The nature of imbalanced data.
The LSTM model presents the best performance in terms of detecting malicious insid-
ers. We can see that clearly by just monitoring the Recall value, see Table 5.5, which is 1.
This optimum Recall value, where the false negative rate equals zero, means all malicious
samples are predicted correctly. However, the Precision value is small (0.024) which means
we have a high false positive rate. 37% of normal samples are predicted as abnormal. This
issue also leads to low accuracy value, 0.63.
The CNN-LSTM model shows a balanced behavior compared to the other two models.
The CNN-LSTM model evaluates 84% of malicious samples correctly, while 17.6% of
normal samples are falsely classified.
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Table 5.5: Performance comparison of deep-learning based models. The results are pre-
sented in term of Precision, Recall, F1, Accuracy and AUC for all models. The CNNmodel
shows better Accuracy score compared to the LSTM model and shows the lowest scores
of Precision, Recall, and AUC. The LSTM model shows the best Recall and low Accuracy
values, while CNN-LSTM model obtains the best F1 score.
Model Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy AUC Epochs
CNN 0.024 0.71 0.047 0.74 0.85 10
LSTM 0.024 1 0.047 0.63 0.873 10
CNN-LSTM 0.041 0.84 0.08 0.82 0.862 10
To see the relation of both false positive and false negative samples, F1 score , Table 5.5,
presents the weighted average of Precision and Recall of each models. The CNN-LSTM
model achieves the best performance in term of F1 score.
5.7.5 VISUAL-BASED EVALUATION (ROC CURVE)
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is an essential tool to evaluate the predicted
scores. In a ROC curve, the true positive rate (Sensitivity (Recall)) is plotted against the
false positive rate (1-Specificity) for different cut-off points. The area under the ROC
curve (AUC) is a measure of how well a model can distinguish between two distribution
(normal/malicious) behaviors.
The AUC results of the deep-based models are presented in Table 5.5. For every model,
the predicted probability scores from ten folds are concatenated and evaluated using the
area under the curve (AUC). The CNN model shows AUC score of 0.85, while LSTM and
CNN-LSTM show 0.873, and 0.862 respectively. The ROC curves of testing datsets with
AUC metrics are shown in Figure 5.9.
We develop our training procedure to use AUC metric. The training, validation, and
testing datasets are evaluated after each epoch using AUC metric. The validation datasets
are used to choose the best model.
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Figure 5.9: ROC curves of CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM models with Area Under the
Curve (AUCs). The models are evaluated using testing datasets.
5.8 RESULTS VISUALIZATION
In this section, we visualize the results of the proposed models, CNN, LSTM , and CNN-
LSTM. The histogram plots are used to draw the distribution of the predicted scores of
testing datasets. We use 100 bar intervals in our histograms to clarify the distribution of
the predicted scores.
A class coloring is used to visualize the results. This helps to see the separation between
the two classes, normal and malicious users. However, the imbalanced distribution of
insider and normal samples make the visualization hard, especially with testing datasets.
5.8.1 VISUALIZATION OF CNN RESULTS
The predicted probability scores of testing datasets with the CNN model are visualized
using histogram plot as shown in Figure 5.10. The used testing or validation datasets are
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unbalanced, where the number of positive samples are just 0.91% of total testing samples.
The unbalanced distripution of the normal and malicious samples makes the visualization
of the minority group very difficult.
We can see in Figure 5.10 that there is an overlap between the predicted scores. When-
ever the model falsely predicts a portion of the majority class, that leads to overlap in the
histogram. Even a small portion of majority class leads to a big overlap. Thus, using the
tradition scales with histograms makes the visualization of positive samples very hard.
To optimize the presentation of the histograms, we use the log scale of base 10. The
log scale histogram allows high-frequency ranges to be displayed without low-frequency
ranges being squeezed down into the bottom of the graph.
Figure 5.10: Histogram of CNN predicted scores of testing dataset.
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Figure 5.11: Histogram of LSTM predicted scores of testing dataset.
5.8.2 VISUALIZATION OF LSTM RESULTS
The predicted probability scores of testing datasets with LSTM model are visualized using
a histogram plot as shown in Figure 5.11. We can clearly see how all malicious samples (red
color) are detected correctly by the LSTM mode. However, many of the normal samples
are falsely classified as insiders.
5.8.3 VISUALIZATION OF CNN-LSTM RESULTS
The predicted probability scores of testing datasets with CNN-LSTM model are visualized
using a histogram plot as shown in Figure 5.12. The CNN-LSTM model shows a good
separation between the normal and malicious samples. However, there is overlap on the
two edges of the histograms and on one bar in the middle that represent the misclassification
of data samples.
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Figure 5.12: Histogram of CNN-LSTM predicted scores of testing dataset.
Figure 5.13: Deep-based models’ trainable parameters Vs. Area Under the Curve (AUC).
The trainable parameters of the fully connected layer are included.
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5.9 MODEL COMPLEXITY
In the evaluation approach, we also consider the complexity of models’ architectures by
examining the number of trainable parameters of each model, see Figure 5.13. The train-
able parameters of CNN model are doubled 10 times after DNN layer. This increase in
parameter number is due to the flatten layer. We flatten 32 feature maps of size 9032 and
connect them to DNN layer. There is no flatten operation with the other models. Thus, we
see a huge difference of trainable parameters.
5.10 LEARNING CURVES
In this section, we present accuracy and loss curves during training. As a case study, the
work is focused on fold 1. For this study, we use number of epochs equal 10, and the
splitting ratio between the training and validation sets is 0.1. Figure 5.14 (a, b, c, d) shows
the loss and accuracy curves, where the orange curve represents the loss, and the blue curve
represents the accuracy.
The loss indicates how well the model is doing for these two sets. The loss curve is
an average of the errors made for all samples in every epoch. The optimization operation
occurs every mini-batch of size 32, in both training and validation sets.
On the other side, the accuracy curve is the percentage of the correctly predicted sam-
ples to the total number of validation samples.
The main objective in a learning model is to minimize the loss function’s value with
respect to the model’s parameters by changing the weight values.
Figure 5.14 presents four trends instead of two because we do two experiments. In
the first experiment, we get the accuracy and loss trends, as shown in Figure 5.14a And
Figure 5.14b. The noticeable thing about these figures is that the validation accuracy is
larger than the training accuracy.
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(a) Fold 1 Model Accuracy on Train and
Validation Datasets before Shuffling
(b) Fold 1 Model Loss on Train and Validation
Datasets before Shuffling
(c) Fold 1 Model Accuracy on Train and
Validation Datasets after Shuffling
(d) Fold 1 Model Loss on Train and Validation
Datasets after Shuffling
Figure 5.14: Accuracy and Loss VS. Epochs of CNN model.
Also, the validation loss is less than the training loss. Upon more investigation of the
data, we find that the distribution of the validation dataset has one class. This issue appears
because of two reasons:
1. Using of validation_split attribute: This attribute is used with the fit function in
Keras. It determines the fraction of the training data to be used as validation data.
This attribute helps to split the data by just giving the splitting ratio. However, the
validation data is selected from the last samples of the provided data before shuffling.
Thus, the data is split, shuffled, and then the model training starts.
2. SMOTE: we use SMOTE augmentation approach to keep the distributions of classes
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balanced. The important observation here is that the SMOTE returns data without
shuffling.
By combining the above two points, we conclude that the last part of the dataset has
a one class distribution. This is exactly what we see in the validation dataset. Thus, the
datasets should be shuffled before using validation_split attribute. By doing this shuffling,
we make the distribution of the validation dataset balanced. Figure 5.14(c, d) shows the
accuracy and loss trends of the model after shuffling the dataset. We can see clearly the
effect of the shuffling operation on the accuracy and loss of validation data sets.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT DEEP
NETWORK STRUCTURES ON DETECTING INSIDERS
Detecting of insider misuse is one of the most challenging tasks in cybersecurity research.
Researchers study the insiders’ problem from different perspectives. Some studies focus
on technical solutions such as big data, statistical, or graph analytic methods. Others try to
determine the user’s intention via semantic or sentiment analysis of log data, such as email
or instant messaging, or surfing web logs [41].
In this chapter, we develop our approaches, proposed in Chapter 5, by exploring differ-
ent deep learning architectures for sentiment analysis on insider misuse detection.
6.1 LETTER-BASED DETECTION MODELS
We explore different structures of letter-based sentiment models for insiders’ misuse de-
tection. The aim of this work is to analyze the effects of building deeper or wider neural
networks on the detection performance. The final results are evaluated using Precision,
Recall, F1 score, and AUC metrics. In general, this work can be summarized as follows:
1. Studying the impact of increasing the number of CNN or LSTM layers on the model
performance.
2. Analyzing the effects of increasing the number of nodes (hidden units) per layer on
the model performance.
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3. Studying the effect of using regularization techniques such as dropout, batch normal-
ization, and L2 norm.
We use a 10-fold cross-validation procedure to train and evaluate the proposed models us-
ing the same data points in Chapter 5. We split the datasets into ten groups where each
group includes independent subjects. That is, within every fold, one group is set for vali-
dation, one group is set for testing, and the rest of the groups are concatenated to form a
training dataset. Thus, the models are trained and evaluated on different training, valida-
tion, and testing datasets.
6.2 REGULARIZATION FOR DEEP LEARNING NETWORKS
Regularization is a crucial term to describe the techniques that are used to deal with overfit-
ting problems. Regularization strategies aim to generalize the performance of the machine
learning models by helping them perform well on unseen data. In this section, we present






The dropout technique is used with deep-learning models to reduce the overfitting and
improve their generalization. The dropout technique is applied during the training phase
by randomly disabling neuron connections. The disabling of neurons is done by setting
the neuron connections’ weights to zero. Intuitively, setting the connection weights to
zero prevents layers from learning from the input behind these connections. Thus, these
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Figure 6.1: Dropout strategy. On the left is the base network. There are two visible units
(input and output) and two hidden units. Training the base network using dropout would
result in sixteen possible cases. This strategy is applied by excluding nonoutput units from
an underlying base network, as shown in the right figure [32].
layers will rely more on other inputs, and that helps them to be more generalized [32]. The
regularization process of using dropout is shown in Figure 6.1 .
6.2.2 BATCH NORM
Batch normalization regularizers ensure that the deep learning models produce an output
with a specific distribution. Thus, the normalization layers are set after CNN, LSTM, or
even DNN layers but before the activation functions [42].
Batch normalization is used to reparametrize deep learning models. The essential as-
sumption of training deep models is that the gradient algorithm changes the parameters
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within each layer without affecting other layers. However, the update occurs in all layers
simultaneously, which may lead to undesired results [32].
The Batch normalization reduces the problem of parameters updating (“covariate shift”)
across different layers. Covariate shift points to the variation in the distribution of the in-
put values to a learning algorithm [42]. The reparametrization process can be applied to
any input or hidden layer in a network. For a minibatch H of size m samples, H can be
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where µ, ‡ are vectors containing the mean and standard deviation of each unit. ” > 0




The L2 norm penalty is commonly known as weight decay or Ridge regression. It sums
the “squared magnitude” of coefficient as penalty term to the loss function as shown in
Equation 6.4, and Equation 6.5. Adding the penalty term to the objective function makes
the weights closer to the origin point [32].
||w||2 = (|w|21 + |w|22 + ...+ |w|2n)1/2 (6.4)





6.3 EXPLORING OF DEEP LEARNING ARCHITECTURES
In this chapter, we develop four different deep learning architectures compared to our base
model proposed in Chapter 5: CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM. Regularization strategies
are applied to generalize models’ performance. The rationale of each architecture can be
summarized as follows:
1. Architecture one: we increase the number of hidden units per layer. For example,
using 64 filters with CNN layer instead of 32.
2. Architecture two: For each base layer, we add one subsequent layer. For example,
using two CNN layers.
3. Architecture three: For each base layer, we add two subsequent layers. For example,
using three CNN layers.
4. Architecture four: For each base layer, we add one subsequent layer and increase
the number of hidden units. For example, with CNN model, we use two subsequent
CNN layers with 64 filters.
The first layer (the input or representation layer) in all models is the same, where the
input textual session-based sequence is converted into a matrix of numbers.
The input text is converted into a list of tokens, or a list of characters. Then, the list
of tokens is converted into a list of the character index. Then, a list of characters-index is
used to build a dictionary. The character index is just the location number of that character
in the dictionary of unique characters that occur in the entire sessions.
To solve the problem of invariant session lengths, each input session is padded with
zeros to make all session lengths equal to the longest session in the dataset. The output
of this layer would be a vector with the length equal to the longest session. The keras
library [19] is used to obtain the vocabulary of character indexes and to pad the input
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session to get the same fixed length. The output of this layer is a 2d matrix. Each row is a
100-D character vector representing each character in the input session.
The next sections present the use of the above architectures with the CNN, LSTM, and
CNN-LSTM models.
6.4 CNN-BASED MODELS
In this section, we present the use of CNN layer with four different architectures. We
aim to study the models’ performances on insider’s misuse detection under these different
architectures.
6.4.1 CNN ARCHITECTURE ONE
The first model is a one-layer CNN with 64 filters followed by two densely connected
(DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units respectively. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation
functions are used with CNN and DNN respectively, see Figure 6.2. In this model, we
utilized character embeddings to represent the input session sequence. We tried to let the
model learn these embeddings by considering them as another hyper-parameter that the
model needs to learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, CNN
filters: 64, filter size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, and L2:
0.01.
A batch normalization layer is used with CNN layer to contain a covariate shift by
normalizing the activations of each layer. This, probably, supports each layer to learn on a
more stable distribution of inputs. Thus, batch normalization could accelerate the training
of the networks.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm. The learning rate is reduced over time using
weight decay or L2: 0.1.
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Figure 6.2: CNN model (Architecture 1).
6.4.2 CNN ARCHITECTURE TWO
The second model includes two consecutive CNN layers with 64 filters, followed by two
DNN layers with ten, and one hidden units. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation functions are
used with CNN and DNN respectively, see Figure 6.3. The hyper-parameters of this model
are: embedding size: 100, CNN filters: 64, filter size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32,
epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, and L2: 0.01.
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Figure 6.3: CNN model (Architecture 2).
The main difference of this model compared to the first one is the number of feature
maps. In architecture two, we consider more textual features by using 64 filters.
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6.4.3 CNN ARCHITECTURE 3
The third model includes three consecutive CNN layers with 32 filters, followed by two
DNN layers with ten, and one hidden units. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation functions are
used with CNN and DNN respectively, see Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: CNN model (Architecture 3).
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The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, CNN filters: 32, filter
size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, and L2: 0.01. This architec-
ture explores adding extra CNN layers compared to architecture two. One noticeable thing
about going deep is the cut of the trainable parameters after each CNN layer.
6.4.4 CNN ARCHITECTURE 4
The fourth architecture includes adding two consecutive CNN layers with 64 filters, fol-
lowed by two DNN layers with ten, and one hidden units. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation
functions are used with CNN and DNN respectively, see Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: CNN model (Architecture 4).
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6.5 LSTM-BASED MODELS
In this section, we present the use of LSTM layer with four different architectures. We
develop these architectures using LSTM layer with various regularization techniques.
6.5.1 LSTM ARCHITECTURE ONE
The first model is a one-layer LSTM with 200 hidden units followed by two densely con-
nected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units respectively, see Figure 6.6. “relu” and
“sigmoid” activation functions are used with CNN and DNN respectively. In this model,
we utilize character embeddings to represent the input session sequence. We try to let the
model learn these embeddings by considering them as another hyper-parameter that the
model needs to learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, batch
size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with LSTM layer to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of the layer. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning rate
over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
6.5.2 LSTM ARCHITECTURE TWO
The second architecture is developed using two-layer LSTM with 100 hidden units fol-
lowed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units respectively,
see Figure 6.7. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation functions are used with CNN and DNN
respectively. In this model, we utilize character embeddings to represent the input session
sequence. We try to let the model learn these embeddings by considering them as another
hyper-parameter that the model needs to learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are:
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Figure 6.6: LSTM model (Architecture 1).
embedding size: 100, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and
L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with LSTM layers to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of LSTM layers. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning
rate over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
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Figure 6.7: LSTM model (Architecture 2).
6.5.3 LSTM ARCHITECTURE THREE
The third architecture is developed using three LSTM layers with 100 hidden units fol-
lowed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units respectively,
see Figure 6.8. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation functions are used with CNN and DNN
respectively. In this model, we utilize character embeddings to represent the input session
sequence. We try to let the model learn these embeddings by considering them as another
hyper-parameter that the model needs to learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are:
embedding size: 100, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and
L2: 0.01.
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A batch normalization is used with LSTM layers to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of LSTM layers. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning
rate over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
Figure 6.8: LSTM model (Architecture 3).
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6.5.4 LSTM ARCHITECTURE FOUR
The fourth architecture is developed using two LSTM layers with 200 hidden units fol-
lowed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units respectively,
see Figure 6.9. “relu” and “sigmoid” activation functions are used with CNN and DNN
respectively. In this model, we utilize character embeddings to represent the input session
sequence. We try to let the model learn these embeddings by considering them as another
hyper-parameter that the model needs to learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are:
embedding size: 100, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and
L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with LSTM layers to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of LSTM layers. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning
rate over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
6.6 CNN-LSTM-BASED MODELS
In this section, we present the use of both CNN and LSTM layers to develop four differ-
ent architectures. We apply various regularization techniques that include drop out, batch
normalization, and L2 norm.
6.6.1 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE ONE
We develop the first architecture using a CNN layer followed by an LSTM layer. We use
64 filters with the CNN layer, and 100 hidden units with the LSTM layer. The CNN-LSTM
layer is followed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units
respectively, see Figure 6.10. “relu” activation functions are used with CNN and LSTM
layers, while “sigmoid” functions are used with the DNN layers. In this model, we utilize
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Figure 6.9: LSTM model (Architecture 4).
character embeddings to represent the input session sequence. We try to let the model learn
these embeddings by considering them as another hyper-parameter that the model needs to
learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, CNN filters: 64, filter
size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and
L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with LSTM layer to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of the layer. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning rate
over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
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Figure 6.10: CNN-LSTM model (Architecture 1).
6.6.2 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE TWO
We develop the second architecture using two CNN layers followed by an LSTM layer. We
use 32 filters with the CNN layer, and 100 hidden units with the LSTM layer. The LSTM
layer is followed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units
respectively, see Figure 6.11. “relu” activation functions are used with CNN and LSTM
layers, while “sigmoid” functions are used with the DNN layers. In this model, we utilize
character embeddings to represent the input session sequence. We try to let the model learn
these embeddings by considering them as another hyper-parameter that the model needs to
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learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, CNN filters: 32, filter
size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and
L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with CNN layers to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of the layer. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning rate
over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
6.6.3 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE THREE
We develop the third architecture using two CNN layers followed by two LSTM layers. We
use 32 filters with the CNN layer, and 100 hidden units with the LSTM layer. The LSTM
layer is followed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one hidden units
respectively, see Figure 6.12. “relu” activation functions are used with CNN and LSTM
layers, while “sigmoid” functions are used with the DNN layers. In this model, we utilized
character embeddings to represent the input session sequence. We try to let the model learn
these embeddings by considering them as another hyper-parameter that the model needs to
learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, CNN filters: 32, filter
size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent dropout: 0.1, and
L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with CNN layers to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of the layer. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning rate
over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
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Figure 6.11: CNN-LSTM model (Architecture 2).
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Figure 6.12: CNN-LSTM model (Architecture 3).
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6.6.4 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE FOUR
We develop the fourth architecture using two CNN layers followed by one LSTM layer.
We use 64 filters with the CNN layer, and 100 hidden units with the LSTM layer. The
CNN-LSTM layer is followed by two densely connected (DNN) layers with ten, and one
hidden units respectively, see Figure 6.13. “relu” activation functions are used with CNN
and LSTM layers, while “sigmoid” functions are used with the DNN layers. In this model,
we utilized character embeddings to represent the input session sequence. We try to let
the model learn these embeddings by considering them as another hyper-parameter that the
model needs to learn. The hyper-parameters of this model are: embedding size: 100, CNN
filters: 64, filter size: 3, pool size: 2, batch size: 32, epochs: 20, dropout: 0.1, recurrent
dropout: 0.1, and L2: 0.01.
A batch normalization is used with LSTM layer to contain a covariate shift by normal-
izing the activations of the layer. Moreover, L2 norm is used to reduce the learning rate
over time.
The Adam optimization method is used to update the model’s weights. The optimiza-
tion process is applied after every 32 samples. The average error over these 32 samples is
propagated back using the Adam algorithm.
6.7 RESULTS AND EVALUATION
We use a 10-fold cross-validation approach to train and test the proposed architectures.
Within each fold, the models are tested and validated on different datasets. The testing and
validation results from ten folds are concatenated to form one testing and one validation
dataset. To evaluate the predicted data, we use ROC curves with AUC scores.
The predicted results are presented using histogram plot. We preview our results in the
following order:
1. CNN architecture-based results
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Figure 6.13: CNN-LSTM model (Architecture 4).
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2. LSTM architecture-based results
3. CNN-LSTM architecture-based results
The proposed architectures are evaluated using ROC curves. We present our evaluation
in the following order:
1. ROCs of CNN-based results
2. ROCs of LSTM-based results
3. ROCs of CNN-LSTM-based results
4. Comparison of total AUC results
CNN ARCHITECTURE-BASED RESULTS
In this section, we present and evaluate the predicted probability scores of using CNN-
architecture models. First, we use confusion matrix to show models’ performance at 0.5
threshold value. Based on 0.5 threshold value, four CNN-based architectures are evaluated
using Precision, Recall, F1 score, and Accuracy metrics. Second, we visualize the results
using histogram plots, where the class distributions of both normal and malicious samples
are visualized. We use 100 bins to represent the distribution intervals on the histogram.
The predicted probability scores are presented with class color. The red color for malicious
samples and blue color for normal samples. To optimize the presentation of the histograms,
we use the log scale of base 10. The log scale histogram allows high-frequency ranges to
be displayed without low-frequency ranges being squeezed down into the bottom of the
graph. Third, we used the ROC curves to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed
architectures.
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6.8 CNN ARCHITECTURE ONE RESULTS
6.8.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.2. The CNN architecture one model shows a good performance with testing
dataset by predicting 47 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicting 22 samples,
or the true positive rate is 68%. On the other side, the model predicts 5006 of the negative
samples correctly and mispredicts 2512 samples, or the true negative rate is 67%.
Increasing the CNN model width by considering more hidden units does not improve
the model performance compared to the CNN based model proposed in Chapter 5. The
false positive rate of CNN architecture one is 33%, while the false positive rate of the base
CNN is 26%. On the other side, the CNN architecture one shows slightly low performance
of detecting malicious samples compared to the base CNN model. The true positive rate is
68%, while the true positive rate of the base model is 71%, as illustrated in Table 6.5.
Table 6.1: CNN architecture one Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive is
47, and the false positive is 2512. On the other side, the true negative is 5006 and false
negative is 22.








The predicted probability scores of CNN architecture one model are presented using 100-
bar histogram. We use red and blue class colors to represent malicious and normal samples
respectively, see Figure 6.14.
We can see that many normal samples are incorrectly predicted with low probabilities
through observation of the overlap between intervals. Also, we can see that some malicious
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samples are predicted with high probabilities. The left and right sides of Figure 6.14 present
the overlap between the normal and malicious samples. The overlap intervals represent the
false positive or false negative samples depending on the threshold value.
Figure 6.14: Histogram of CNN predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture One ).
6.9 CNN ARCHITECTURE TWO RESULTS
6.9.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown in
Table 6.2. The CNN model shows a good performance with testing dataset by predicting
41 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicting 28 samples, or the true positive
rate is 60%. On the other side, the model predicts 6468 of the negative samples correctly
and mispredicts 1050 samples, or the true negative rate is 86%.
Increasing model depth using extra CNN layers does improve the model performance of
classifying the negative samples compared to the CNN based model proposed in Chapter 5.
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The false positive rate of CNN architecture two is 14%, while the false positive rate of the
base CNN is 26%. On the other side, the CNN architecture two shows low performance of
detecting malicious samples compared to base CNN model. The true positive rate is 60%,
while the true positive rate of the base model is 71%, see Table 6.5.
Table 6.2: CNN architecture two Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive is
41, and the false positive is 1050. On the other side, the true negative is 6468 and false
negative is 28.







Figure 6.15: Histogram of CNN predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture Two ).
6.9.2 RESULTS VISUALIZATION
The predicted probability scores of CNN architecture two model are visualized using a
histogram as shown in Figure 6.15.
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Through an observation of the overlap between intervals, it becomes clear that many
normal samples are falsely predicted with low probabilities. Also, we can see that some
malicious samples are predicted with high probabilities. The brown intervals of Figure 6.15
present the overlap between the normal and malicious samples. The overlap intervals rep-
resent the false positive or false negative samples depending on the threshold value. Fig-
ure 6.15 shows two high blue bars under 0.5 threshold. The bar that close to 0 probability
score has log(frequency) close to 103, which means its frequency close to 1000. Summing
over blue bars under 0.5 threshold value gives 1050, which is the same results that we got
in Table 6.2.
6.10 CNN ARCHITECTURE THREE RESULTS
6.10.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated through the use of a confusion matrix,
as illustrated in Table 6.3. The CNN architecture three model shows a good performance
with testing dataset by predicting 44 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicting
25 samples, or the true positive rate is 64%, as depicted in Table 6.5. On the other side, the
model predicts 6667 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 851 samples, or the
true negative rate is 89%.
Increasing model depth using extra CNN layers does improve the model performance
of classifying the negative samples compared to the CNN based model proposed in Chapter
5. The false positive rate of CNN architecture three is 11%, while the false positive rate of
the base CNN is 26%.
6.10.2 RESULTS VISUALIZATION
The predicted probability scores of CNN architecture three model are presented with a
histogram, as shown in Figure 6.16.
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Table 6.3: CNN architecture three Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive
is 44, and the false positive is 851. On the other side, the true negative is 6667 and false
negative is 25.







The brown intervals of Figure 6.16 represent the overlaps between the normal and ma-
licious samples, where either some of the normal samples are falsely predicted with low
probabilities or some of the malicious samples are predicted with high probabilities. The
overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative samples depending on the
threshold value.
For instance, we can see that there are several red bars above 0.5 threshold value. This
means we have false negative samples. Summing all the red intervals above 0.5 value
equals 25 samples, which are the false negative samples as shown in Table 6.3.
Figure 6.16: Histogram of CNN predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture Three).
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6.11 CNN ARCHITECTURE FOUR RESULTS
6.11.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.4. The CNN architecture four model shows a low performance with testing
dataset compared to the base model by predicting 44 of the malicious samples correctly
and mispredicting 25 samples, or the true positive rate is 64%, see Table 6.5. On the
other side, the model predicts 5206 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 2312
samples, or the true negative rate is 74%.
Increasing the number of CNN layers does not improve the model performance com-
pared to the base CNN model proposed in Chapter 5. The model shows low performance
with both positive and negative samples. The false positive rate of CNN architecture three
is 30%, while the false positive rate of the base CNN is 26%.
We use F1 score to show the balance between Precision and Recall, as illustrated in
Table 6.5. CNN architecture three obtains the best F1 score.
Table 6.4: CNN architecture four Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive is
44, and the false positive is 2312. On the other side, the true negative is 5206 and false
negative is 25.








The predicted probability scores of CNN architecture four model are presented using a
histogram of 100 bars. We differentiate between malicious and normal classes using red
and blue colors respectively, as illustrated in Figure 6.17.
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We can observe that many normal samples are falsely predicted with low probabili-
ties. Also, we can see that some malicious samples are predicted with high probabilities.
The brown intervals of Figure 6.17 represent the overlap between the normal and mali-
cious samples. Moreover, the overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative
samples depending on the threshold value.
For example, there are several blue bars that are located below the 0.5 probability
threshold. Summing up over all of those bars results in 2312 false-positive samples.
Figure 6.17: Histogram of CNN predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture Four).
Table 6.5: Performance of CNN-based models. The results of four architectures are pre-
sented in term of Precision, Recall, F1, Accuracy, and AUC scores.
CNN-based Model Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy AUC Epochs
Architecture 1 0.018 0.68 0.036 0.67 0.69 20
Architecture 2 0.038 0.59 0.071 0.86 0.82 20
Architecture 3 0.049 0.64 0.091 0.88 0.85 20
Architecture 4 0.019 0.64 0.036 0.69 0.72 20
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LSTM ARCHITECTURE-BASED RESULTS
In this section, we present and evaluate the predicted probability scores of using LSTM-
architecture models. First, we use a confusion matrix to show models’ performance at 0.5
threshold value. Second, we visualize the results using histogram plots. We visualize the
class distributions of both normal and malicious samples. For this, we use 100 bins to rep-
resent the distribution intervals with class color, where the red color is used for malicious
samples and the blue color is used for normal samples. To optimize the presentation of the
histograms, we use the log scale of base 10. The log scale histogram allows high-frequency
ranges to be displayed without low-frequency ranges being squeezed down into the bottom
of the graph. Third, we used the ROC curves to evaluate the overall performance of the
proposed architectures.
6.12 LSTM ARCHITECTURE ONE RESULTS
6.12.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of the testing dataset are evaluated using a confusion matrix, as
demonstrated in Table 6.6. The LSTM architecture one model illustrates a good perfor-
mance with the testing dataset through predicting 58 of the malicious samples correctly and
mispredicting 11 samples, or in other words the true positive rate is 84%, see Table 6.10.
Conversely, the model predicts 5404 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts
2114 samples; the true negative rate is 72%.
Increasing model width using extra hidden units improves the model ability to classify
the normal samples compared to the LSTM base model that is proposed in Chapter 5.
However, the model performance with positive samples is lower that of the base model.
The LSTM architecture one performs better with the negative samples. The false positive
rate of LSTM architecture one is 28%, while the false positive rate of the base LSTM is
37%.
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Table 6.6: LSTM architecture one Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive is
58, and the false positive is 2114. On the other side, the true negative is 5404 and false
negative is 11.







Figure 6.18: Histogram of LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture One).
6.12.2 RESULTS VISUALIZATION
We visualize the class distribution of the probability scores that are predicted by LSTM
architecture one model. As shown in Figure 6.18, the distribution of both normal and mali-
cious samples are depicted with a histogram. 100 bins are used to represent the distribution
intervals. Each interval represents a range of probabilities. Figure 6.18 shows these proba-
bility intervals with class color, where red and blue colors represent malicious and normal
samples, respectively.
By observing the overlap of the intervals, it is evident that many normal samples are
falsely predicted with low probabilities. Also, it is evident that some malicious samples are
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predicted with high probabilities. The brown intervals of Figure 6.18 represent the overlap
of the normal and malicious samples. The overlapping intervals represent the false positive
or false negative samples depending on the threshold value.
Based on the above analysis, choosing the threshold value is critical for the model
performance. For instance, see Figure 6.18, choosing a threshold value between 0.4 and
0.5 reduces the false-positive samples.
6.13 LSTM ARCHITECTURE TWO RESULTS
6.13.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of the testing dataset are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.7. The LSTM architecture two model shows a good performance with testing
dataset by predicting 55 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicting 14 samples,
or the true positive rate is 80%, as illustrated in Table 6.10. On the other side, the model
predicts 5324 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 2194 samples , or the true
negative rate is 71%.
Increasing model depth using extra LSTM layers improves the model ability to clas-
sify the normal samples compared to the LSTM base model proposed in Chapter 5. The
LSTM architecture two performs better with the negative samples. The false-positive rate
of LSTM architecture two is 29%, while the false-positive rate of the base LSTM is 37%.
However, the model shows a low performance with positive samples.
Table 6.7: LSTM architecture two Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive is
55, and the false positive is 2194. On the other side, the true negative is 5324 and false
negative is 14.









The predicted probability scores of LSTM architecture two model are visualized using a
100-bar histogram with class color, as shown in Figure 6.19.
By observing the overlap intervals, we can see that many normal samples are falsely
predicted with low probabilities. Also, we can see that some malicious samples are pre-
dicted with high probabilities. The brown intervals of Figure 6.19 present the overlap be-
tween the normal and malicious samples. The overlap intervals represent the false positive
or false negative samples depending on the threshold value.
We can observe that the false positive is high. There are two blue bars close to the
log of 103 lead to high false-positive samples. Also, we can observe that there are several
overlap red bars above 0.5 threshold value lead to false-negative samples.
Figure 6.19: Histogram of LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture Two).
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6.14 LSTM ARCHITECTURE THREE RESULTS
6.14.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.8. The LSTM architecture three model shows a good performance with testing
dataset by predicting 62 of the malicious samples correctly and mispredicting 7 samples, or
the true positive rate is 90%, as shown in Table 6.10. On the other side, the model predicts
5490 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 2028 samples, or the true negative
rate is 73%.
Increasing model depth using extra LSTM layers improves the model performance
compared to the LSTM base model proposed in Chapter 5. The model performance with
positive samples are very close to the base model. However, the LSTM architecture three
performs better with the negative samples. The false positive rate of LSTM architecture
three is 27%, while the false positive rate of the base LSTM is 37%.
Table 6.8: LSTM architecture three Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive
is 62, and the false positive is 2028. On the other side, the true negative is 5490 and false
negative is 7.








The predicted probability scores of LSTM architecture three model are presented using a
histogram of 100 bars. Class colors are used to differentiate between normal and malicious
samples, as illustrated in Figure 6.20.
The brown intervals of Figure 6.20 represent the overlaps between normal and mali-
cious samples. The overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative samples
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depending on the threshold value.
We can estimate that there are high false-positive samples by observing the high blue
bars on the left side of Figure 6.20 under 0.5 threshold value.
Figure 6.20: Histogram of LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture Three).
6.15 LSTM ARCHITECTURE FOUR RESULTS
6.15.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.9. The LSTM architecture four model shows a better performance with testing
dataset compared to the base model by predicting 60 of the malicious samples correctly and
mispredicting 9 samples, or the true positive rate is 87%, see Table 6.10. On the other side,
the model predicts 6108 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 1410 samples,
or the true negative rate is 81%.
Increasing the number of hidden units in the LSTM layer and increasing the number of
LSTM layers improve the model performance compared to the LSTM base model proposed
in Chapter 5. The model performance with positive samples are very similar to the base
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model. However, the LSTM architecture four performs better with the negative samples.
The false positive rate of LSTM architecture four is 19%, while the false positive rate of
the base LSTM is 37%.
Table 6.9: LSTM architecture four Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true positive is
60, and the false positive is 1410. On the other side, the true negative is 6108 and false
negative is 9.







Figure 6.21: Histogram of LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture Four).
6.15.2 RESULTS VISUALIZATION
We visualize the class distribution of both normal and malicious samples using a 100-bin
histogram, as shown in Figure 6.21.
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The brown intervals of Figure 6.21 represent the overlaps between normal and mali-
cious samples. By observing the overlap intervals, we can see that some of the normal
samples are falsely predicted with low probabilities, and some of the malicious samples
are predicted with high probabilities. The overlap intervals represent the false positive or
false negative samples depending on the threshold value.
We can see that the overlap blue bars below 0.5 threshold result in 1410 false positive
samples as shown in Table 6.9. On the other side, the few red bars above 0.5 threshold
value lead to 9 false-negative samples.
The insider dataset shows unbalanced class distributions. Thus, we use F1 score that
represents the weighted average of Precision and Recall, see Table 6.10. LSTM architecture
four achieves the best F1 score.
Table 6.10: Performance of LSTM-based models. The results of four architectures are
presented in term of Precision, Recall, F1, Accuracy, and AUC scores.
LSTM-based Model Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy AUC Epochs
Architecture 1 0.028 0.84 0.052 0.72 0.8 20
Architecture 2 0.024 0.8 0.047 0.71 0.77 20
Architecture 3 0.03 0.9 0.057 0.73 0.84 20
Architecture 4 0.04 0.87 0.078 0.81 0.86 20
CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE-BASED RESULTS
In this section, we present and evaluate the predicted probability scores of using CNN-
LSTM-architecture models. First, we use confusion matrix to show models’ performance
at 0.5 threshold value. Second, we visualize the results using histogram plots. We visualize
the class distributions of both normal and malicious samples. For this, we use 100 bins to
represent the distribution intervals with class color, where the red color for malicious sam-
ples and the blue color for normal samples. To optimize the presentation of the histograms,
we use the log scale of base 10. The log scale histogram allows high-frequency ranges to
be displayed without low-frequency ranges being squeezed down into the bottom of the
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graph. Third, we used the ROC curves to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed
architectures.
6.16 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE ONE RESULTS
6.16.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown in
Table 6.11. The CNN-LSTM architecture one model shows a low performance with testing
dataset compared to the base model by predicting 40 of the malicious samples correctly and
mispredicting 29 samples, or the true positive rate is 58%, see Table 6.15. On the other side,
the model predicts 4710 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts 2808 samples,
or the true negative rate is 63%.
Increasing the number of CNN-LSTM layers does not improve the model performance
compared to the base CNN-LSTM model proposed in Chapter 5. The model shows low
performance with both positive and negative samples. The false positive rate of CNN-
LSTM architecture one is 37%, while the false positive rate of the base CNN-LSTM is
17%.
Table 6.11: CNN-LSTM architecture one Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true
positive is 40, and the false positive is 2808. On the other side, the true negative is 4710
and false negative is 29.








The predicted probability scores of CNN-LSTM architecture one model are visualized us-
ing a 100-bin histogram, as shown in Figure 6.22. We use class colors to differentiate
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between the distributions of normal and malicious samples, where red and blue colors are
used for malicious and normal samples respectively.
The brown intervals of Figure 6.22 present the overlap between normal and malicious
samples. The overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative samples de-
pending on the threshold value. By observing the overlap intervals, we can see that some
normal samples are falsely predicted with low probabilities, and some malicious samples
are falsely predicted with high probabilities.
We can see that there is one instance of high overlap bars below 0.5 threshold value
leads to high false positive samples, see Figure 6.22. On the other side, we can see that
there are several overlap bars above 0.5 represent 29 false-negative samples, see Table 6.11.
Figure 6.22: Histogram of CNN - LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture
One).
6.17 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE TWO RESULTS
6.17.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.12. The CNN-LSTM architecture two model shows a better performance with
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positive samples compared to the base model by predicting 67 of the malicious samples
correctly and mispredicting 2 samples, or the true positive rate is 97%, as shown in Ta-
ble 6.15. On the other side, the model predicts 4718 of the negative samples correctly and
mispredicts 2800 samples, or the true negative rate is 63%.
Increasing the number of CNN-LSTM layers does improve the model ability to detect
the malicious samples compared to the base CNN-LSTM model proposed in Chapter 5.
However, the model shows low performance with the negative samples. The false positive
rate of CNN-LSTM architecture two is 37%, while the false positive rate of the base CNN-
LSTM is 17%.
Table 6.12: CNN-LSTM architecture two Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true
positive is 67, and the false positive is 2800. On the other side, the true negative is 4718
and false negative is 2.








The predicted probability scores of CNN-LSTM architecture two model are presented us-
ing a 100-bar histogram. To visualize both malicious and normal probability scores, we use
class color, where red and blue colors used for malicious and normal samples respectively.
The brown intervals of Figure 6.23 present the overlap between normal and malicious
samples. By observing Figure 6.23, we can see that some normal samples are falsely pre-
dicted with low probabilities, and somemalicious samples are predicted with high probabil-
ities. The overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative samples depending
on the threshold value.
We can see that there is one instance of high blue overlapping bars that leads to high
false positive samples, see Figure 6.23 close to zero.
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Figure 6.23: Histogram of CNN - LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture
Two).
6.18 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE THREE RESULTS
6.18.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.13. The CNN-LSTM architecture three model shows a low performance with
testing dataset compared to the base model by predicting 48 of the malicious samples
correctly and mispredicting 21 samples, or the true positive rate is 70%, as illustrated in
Table 6.15. On the other side, the model predicts 4700 of the negative samples correctly
and mispredicts 2818 samples, or the true negative rate is 63%.
Increasing the number of CNN-LSTM layers does not improve the model performance
compared to the base CNN-LSTM model proposed in Chapter 5. The model shows low
performance with both positive and negative samples. The false positive rate of CNN-
LSTM architecture three is 37%, while the false positive rate of the base CNN-LSTM is
17%.
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Table 6.13: CNN-LSTM architecture three Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true
positive is 48, and the false positive is 2818. On the other side, the true negative is 4700
and false negative is 21.







Figure 6.24: Histogram of CNN - LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture
Three).
6.18.2 RESULTS VISUALIZATION
We visualize the class distribution of both normal and malicious samples using a histogram,
as shown in Figure 6.24. We use 100 bins to represent the distribution intervals on the
histogram. Also, the predicted probability scores of CNN-LSTM architecture three model
are presented with class colors to differentiate between classes.
The brown intervals of Figure 6.24 present the overlap between normal and malicious
samples. The overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative samples de-
pending on the threshold value.
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Figure 6.24 shows one instance of high blue overlap bars below 0.5 threshold value,
which leads to high false positive samples, see Figure 6.24. On the other side, above 0.5
value, there are four overlap bars represent 21 false-negative samples, see Table 6.13.
6.19 CNN-LSTM ARCHITECTURE FOUR RESULTS
6.19.1 CONFUSION MATRIX
The predicted scores of testing datasets are evaluated using confusion matrix, as shown
in Table 6.14. The CNN-LSTM architecture four model shows a low performance with
testing dataset compared to the base model by predicting 41 of the malicious samples
correctly and mispredicting 28 samples, or the true positive rate is 60%, see Table 6.15. On
the other side, the model predicts 4717 of the negative samples correctly and mispredicts
2801 samples, or the true negative rate is 63%.
Increasing the number of CNN-LSTM layers does not improve the model performance
compared to the base CNN-LSTM model proposed in Chapter 5. The model shows low
performance with both positive and negative samples. The false positive rate of CNN-
LSTM architecture four is 37%, while the false positive rate of the base CNN-LSTM is
17%.
We have a dataset with unbalanced class distributions. Thus, we use F1 score to find the
balance between Precision and Recall, as shown in Table 6.15. CNN-LSTM architecture
two obtains the best F1 score.
Table 6.14: CNN-LSTM architecture four Confusion Matrix of testing cases. The true
positive is 41, and the false positive is 2801. On the other side, the true negative is 4717
and false negative is 28.









The predicted probability scores of CNN-LSTM architecture four model are presented with
100-bar histogram. The 100 bars represent distribution intervals of both malicious and nor-
mal samples. To distinguish between malicious and normal samples, we use class colors,
where red and blue colors are used for malicious and normal samples respectively.
Figure 6.25 presents overlaps between normal and malicious samples above and below
0.5 threshold value. The overlap intervals represent the false positive or false negative
samples depending on the threshold value.
For example, there is one instance of high overlap bars below 0.5 leads to high false-
positive samples. Summing over all blue bars below 0.5 results in 2801 false positive
samples, as illustrated Table 6.14. On the other side, there are several red bars result in 28
false-negative samples.
Figure 6.25: Histogram of CNN - LSTM predicted scores on testing dataset (Architecture
Four).
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Table 6.15: Performance of CNN-LSTM-based models. The results of four architectures
are presented in term of Precision, Recall, F1, Accuracy, and AUC scores.
CNN-LSTMModel Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy AUC Epochs
Architecture 1 0.014 0.6 0.027 0.63 0.63 20
Architecture 2 0.023 0.97 0.045 0.63 0.72 20
Architecture 3 0.017 0.7 0.033 0.63 0.66 20
Architecture 4 0.014 0.6 0.028 0.63 0.65 20
(a) AUC of CNN Architecture-based models. (b) AUC of LSTM Architecture-based models.
(c) AUC of CNN-LSTM Architecture-based
models.
Figure 6.26: ROC curves of CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM models.
6.20 VISUAL-BASED EVALUATION (ROC)
In this section, we present our visual evaluation of the proposed deep learning-based archi-
tectures: CNN-, LSTM-, and CNN-LSTM-based architectures.
For each set of models that includes four models, we draw the ROC curves on one
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canvas. Also, we include the ROC curve of the base model that belongs to that set. For
example, we draw the four CNN-architecture based models on one canvas in addition to
the base CNN model from chapter 5, as shown in Figure 6.26 a
Figure 6.26 shows separate five ROC curves for each of the CNN-, LSTM-, and CNN-
LSTM-based architectures. Each plot has the four architectures that are proposed in chapter
6, in addition to the base architecture proposed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW
Insider threat is a growing problem in many organizations. Detecting insider misuse re-
quires an understanding of the behavior of each user. However, identifying unusual user
behaviors is a challenging task. Current approaches include profiling, predefined signa-
tures, and machine learning. In this work, we show that insider misuse can be pointed
out by developing different structure machine learning models that are learned on session-
based data samples. In summary, we notice that research into identifying insider’s misuse
is important and is a challenging problem.
The number of malicious insiders examples is minimal when compared to normal ex-
amples. This leads to imbalanced data sets. The difference in the distribution of the im-
balanced dataset makes the learning of supervised algorithms challenging. Moreover, the
potential to use natural language processing to extract the right features that can be linked
with insider threat hasn’t been studied sufficiently.
7.2 RESEARCH SUMMARY
To address the above limitations, we set up two approaches to detect malicious insider
threats based on computer-based activities: a probabilistic graphical model-based approach
and a deep learning-based approach.
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7.2.1 A PROBABILISTIC GRAPHICAL MODEL-BASED APPROACH
For our probabilistic graphical model-based approach, we propose an unsupervised model
for insider’s misuse detection. That is, we develop Stochastic Gradient Descent method to
learn Hidden Markov Models (SGD-HMM) with the goal of analyzing user log data. We
propose the use of varying granularity levels to represent users’ log data: Session-based,
Day-based, and Week-based. A user’s normal behavior is modeled using SGD-HMM. The
model is used to detect any deviation from the normal behavior. We also propose a Sliding
Window Technique (SWT) to identify malicious activity by considering the near history of
the user’s activities. We evaluate the experimental results in terms of Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC). The area under the curve (AUC) represents the model’s performance
with respect to the separability of the classes. The higher the AUC scores, the better the
model’s performance. Combining SGD-HMM with SWT resulted in AUC values between
0.81 and 0.9 based on the window size. Our solution is superior to current solutions based
on the achieved AUC scores.
7.2.2 DEEP LEARNING-BASED APPROACH
For our deep learning-based approach, we propose a supervised model for insider’s misuse
detection. We present our solution using natural language processing with deep learning.
We examine textual event logs to investigate the semantic meaning behind a user’s be-
havior. The proposed approaches consist of character embeddings and deep learning net-
works that involve Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM). We develop three deep-learning models: CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM. We run
a 10-fold subject-independent cross-validation procedure to evaluate the developed models.
Our deep learning-based approach shows promising behavior. The first base model, CNN,
presents a good performance of classifying normal samples with an AUC score of 0.85,
false-negative rate 29%, and 26% false-positive rate. The second model, LSTM, shows
the best performance of detecting malicious samples with an AUC score of 0.873, false-
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negative rate 0%, and 37% false-positive rate. The third model, CNN-LSTM, presents a
moderate behavior of detecting both normal and insider samples with an AUC score of
0.862, false-negative rate 16%, and 17% false-positive rate.
7.2.3 EXPLORATION STUDY
In our work of chapter 6, we investigate 12 different architectures of the deep-base models.
We use our proposed deep-based approaches in chapter 5 to investigate networks with
deeper and wider structures. For this, we study the impact of increasing the number of
CNN or LSTM layers, nodes per layer, and both of them at the same time on the model
performance. As a result, we found that increasing the number of hidden units or increasing
the depth of the deep learning-based models degrades the performance of the CNN-LSTM
models. However, the new second and third CNN architecture models decrease the false
positive rate. With the LSTM-based models, the new architectures reduce the false positive
rates and increase the false negative rates.
We believe that changing the position of the Batch normalization layer in the proposed
deep-based architecture affects models’ performance. For instance, set the batch normal-
ization layer after the input layer, or after or before the activation function of the CNN
layer could lead to different model behaviors. For this, we will investigate the effect of
using CNN layer with Batch normalization layer in our future work.
7.3 FUTURE WORK
The future work of this dissertation is as follows:
We aim to develop the deep learning-based approach by:
1. Using word-based embedding layer instead of letter-based. Word embedding presents
a set of features for each word based on the embedding dimension. A well-trained
word embedding will group the words that represent the normal behaviors apart from
the words that represent the malicious behaviors. Thus, the words semantic mean-
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ing could be close to or apart from each other based on word-feature distributions.
Moreover, considering a sequence of words could give more insights about the se-
mantic meaning of user behaviors. For this, we aim to study the effect of training our
proposed models using word embedding.
2. Using bidirectional sequence LSTM to evaluate the semantic meaning of the textual
samples. Bidirectional LSTM processes the input textual sequence from a positive
and negative time direction. By using the bidirectional LSTM, we can get extra
meaning to the network, which may result in further enhancement of the ability of
learning text representation.
3. Using Multiple Channel Convolutional Neural Networks (MCCNN). MCCNN pro-
cesses the textual input samples from different perspectives using different kernal
sizes. This would help the model to learn different relations from the input data.
Moreover, we aim to develop our Hidden Markov Model approach by using mixture
HMM. This can be done by specifying a separate symbol matrix for each domain.
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